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• ONLINE RETAIL
• DISTRIBUTION
TACTICALIMPORTS.CA
SALES@TACTICALIMPORTS.CA
800.994.6223

The Type 81 is a non-restricted gas operated, magazine fed, semi-automatic rifle chambered in
7.62x39. Developed by the Chinese military as a replacement for their Type 56 rifles (license
produced AK-47). Was designed to have a longer service life, higher accuracy, improved
durability and better controllability in full auto firing. It entered into service in 1981 and is
still in limited use today. Features a short-stroke gas piston operating system, two position
gas regulator, bolt hold open device and thumb operated fire selector. Barrel and gas system
is fully chrome lined. Comes with two 5/30 magazines and choice of fixed or folding stock. All
parts and components are 2017 new production, not surplus. First shipment sold out close to
its arrival but we are taking pre-orders for the second shipment, expected this spring. Pre-order
bonus of free spare magazine and sling ($58 value). Priced at just $999.
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O n The
C over
Team NFA

T

his month’s cover features
one of Canada’s top
biathlon athletes, Megan
Tandy, practicing for the
winter Olympics. The Games
are happening in February,
making this cover a great
way to pay tribute to all
the Canadians who will be
representing our country
there. This issue’s Team NFA
column tells more of Megan’s
story and the sport of biathlon.
The image was taken at the
Canmore, Alta., biathlon
range, and the talented
photographer was Matthias
Ahrens. As you can see, this is
one of the most picturesque
shooting ranges in Canada,
even in winter..
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F rom T he
E ditor’s D esk
Al Voth

Legislation, SHOT, Olympics & More

T

his issue of the Canadian Firearms
Journal will reach you about the
time 2018 dawns across Canada. We
firearms owners should have lots to
talk about at Tim Horton’s around
this time. Among the topics will be
new federal firearm legislation, which
the government has just announced
will be dropped on us sometime in
early 2018. We were all expecting
it on the anniversary of the École
Polytechnique shooting (Dec. 6) but
it’s apparently been delayed. Call me
a pessimist, but I suspect it’ll just be
more ways penalize us, Canada’s most
law-abiding citizens.
But on a brighter note, the start of
a new year marks trade show season,
and particularly the famous SHOT
Show in Las Vegas. This year it’s a
little later than usual, with the festivities running from Jan. 22 to 26. You can

count on the CFJ having a number of
writers there to learn about everything that’s new, and reporting on it
with a focus on the Canadian situation. We’re going to try and hold the
presses and squeeze our reporting
of SHOT into the very next issue, so
you can read about it in early March. I
know, that’s not as fast as the Internet,
but it’s lightning speed for a bimonthly print publication.
And as SHOT winds down, the
winter Olympics will be kicking off.
Set aside Feb. 9 to 25 to cheer for
the Canadian team, especially the
biathlon team. In this issue of the
CFJ, Megan Tandy, one of Canada’s
top biathletes, has a perspective on
qualifying for the Games and gives a
few hints about what to watch for and
what it’s like to compete. The CBC is
the official Olympic broadcaster again

this year, and unfortunately, I suspect
they will largely ignore the shooting
sports, as they’ve been known to do in
the past. If you see it happening again,
contact them and tell them you’d like
to see more shooting sports coverage.
Our athletes deserve it and biathlon
is every bit as exciting to watch as any
other sport.
Other coverage in this issue of the
CFJ includes articles about shooting factory guns and ammunition at
1,000 metres, being a range officer in
Canada, annealing cartridge cases,
loading for the 6.5 Creedmoor and
how to mount a rifle scope. There’s a
ton of content here and I trust you’ll
find it interesting reading that will
stimulate you to undertake a few gun
projects over the coldest months of
our Canadian winter. Enjoy. It’s your
magazine.
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President’s
Message
Sheldon Clare

Canada To Exceed UN Requirements

T

he NFA had a small delegation
in New York this past October to
participate in meetings of the United
Nations First Committee. This is a committee of the General Assembly, which
oversees disarmament and security
matters. Our reasons for being there
were to make our concerns about the
Arms Trade Treaty and Canada’s intent
to sign onto it known, to meet with
officials of the Canadian Mission, and
to see what Canada’s position on the
Arms Trade Treaty would be moving forward. We got more than we bargained
for when Canada’s Permanent Representative to the Disarmament Committee informed the UN First Committee
that:
“Conventional arms represent the
vast majority of weapons used in armed
conflicts. Proliferation and unlawful use
of these weapons can:
• fuel, intensify, and prolong conflict;
• lead to regional instability;
• contribute to violations of international humanitarian law and international human rights law, including
conflict-related sexual and genderbased violence; and
• hinder development and exacerbate
structural gender inequality.
It is critical that we universalize and
implement the international laws and
norms relevant to conventional weapons that we have agreed upon. We must
also work to restrict or ban weapon systems prone to indiscriminate effects or
which are excessively injurious. Canada
will soon join the Arms Trade Treaty.
Legislation to permit accession was
introduced in the Canadian parliament
in April. Our law will meet all requirements of ATT – and in some areas, we
will exceed its requirements.”
As you might imagine, the most interesting part of this section of her speech
was the underlined part, especially the
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“exceed its requirements” phrase. The
Trudeau Liberals have made no secret
of their disdain for the firearms-owning
public. By the time you read this, they
will no doubt have tabled legislation
aimed at further eroding your ability
to make use of and enjoy your firearms
property. This government thrives on
building up bureaucracy, and trying to
shift political responsibility for implementing law and regulation onto law
enforcement, and thus away from law
makers. None of what they are doing is
OK, and none of it will make the lives of

"The Liberals recently
permitted some Conservative
legislation affecting the current
licensing scheme to pass;
however, it really isn’t of
much use to firearms owners.
Like the rest of the licensing
scheme, it’s a trap."
Canadians any better.
The Liberals recently permitted some
Conservative legislation affecting
the current licensing scheme to pass;
however, it really isn’t of much use to
firearms owners. Like the rest of the
licensing scheme, it’s a trap. There are
significant and perhaps unintended
consequences for firearms owners, and
the onus remains on the firearm owner
to comply with the law – in short, keep
an eye on your licence expiration and
renew it early. Any delay in processing
an application means that the person’s
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firearms may not be taken out of the
home during that grace period. Most
of the reasons are about letting people
retain ownership rights when there
is a delay in processing. Probably the
only helpful aspect is that this so-called
grace period does provide some protection for those who own prohibited firearms – previously, if the license expired,
they automatically lost their ownership
rights.
On another note, we have decided to
appeal the lower court decision in Quebec, regarding Quebec having its own
firearms registration system. We believe
that there are errors in the lower court
decision that should give us a reasonable chance of victory on appeal. We
are also engaged in a case regarding the
carrying of a pistol by a trapper. At time
of writing, we are awaiting a decision on
that case.
I am looking forward to our next NFA
AGM in Hamilton, Ont. As well, we
will be taking the time to continue our
meetings with politicians and staffers in
Ottawa to carry our message forward.
You will note that our lobbyist has been
busy meeting with politicians of all
stripes to carry forward our message.
His activities are fully reported with the
Commissioner for Lobbying.
Recently, I have had to send you a
letter advising you of some of these and
other issues, and requesting your help
to step up our fight against bad gun
laws. I hope that you have been able
to support us by finding others to join
the NFA and by sending us a donation.
Every bit helps, as our opponents are
well funded and aggressive. They are
not going away, but neither are we. We
are continuing to step up our political
action activities and are also running
range safety officer training, holster
courses and helping clubs with range
design and inspection issues.

Message du
Président
Sheldon Clare

Le Canada va dépasser les exigences de l’ONU

L

a NFA a envoyé une petite délégation à New York en octobre dernier
afin d’assister aux réunions de la première Commission des Nations Unies. Il
s’agit d’une Commission de l’Assemblée
générale qui supervise les questions de
désarmement et de sécurité. Nous étions
présents pour faire part de nos préoccupations sur le Traité sur le commerce
des armes et l’intention du Canada de
le signer, pour rencontrer les représentants de la Mission canadienne, et pour
savoir quelle serait la position future du
Canada sur le Traité sur le commerce
des armes. Nous avons obtenu plus que
nous voulions quand la représentante
permanente du Canada auprès de la
Conférence du désarmement a informé
la première Commission de l’ONU que :
La très grande majorité des armes employées dans les conflits armés sont des
armes conventionnelles. La prolifération
et l’usage illégal de ces armes peuvent :
• alimenter, intensifier et prolonger un
conflit ;
• provoquer une instabilité régionale ;
• favoriser les violations du droit
humanitaire international et du droit
international relatif aux droits de la
personne, notamment la violence
sexuelle et fondée sur le sexe liée au
conflit ; et
• entraver le développement durable et
aggraver l'inégalité structurelle entre
les sexes.
Il est impératif d’universaliser et de
faire appliquer les lois et les normes
internationales que nous avons collectivement acceptées à l’égard des armes
conventionnelles. Nous devons également faire en sorte de restreindre ou
d’interdire les systèmes d’armes voués à
frapper sans discernement ou qui produisent des effets traumatiques excessifs.
Le Canada adhérera sous peu au Traité
sur le commerce des armes. La législation
permettant l’accession a été présentée au

Parlement du Canada en avril. Notre loi
satisfera à toutes les exigences du TCA –
et dans certains cas, les dépassera.
Comme vous pouvez l’imaginer, la partie la plus intéressante de son discours
est celle en caractères gras, en particulier
les termes « les dépassera ». Les libéraux
de Trudeau ne cachent pas leur mépris
des citoyens qui possèdent des armes à
feu. Quand vous lirez ces lignes, il ne fait
aucun doute qu’ils auront déposé une
mesure législative visant à miner plus
encore votre capacité à utiliser des armes
à feu et à les apprécier. Ce gouvernement
cherche à alourdir la bureaucratie et à se
soustraire à la responsabilité politique
de la mise en application des lois et des
règlements en la déléguant aux organismes d’application de la loi, loin des législateurs. Rien de ce qu’il fait n’est juste,
et rien ne facilitera la vie des Canadiens.
Les libéraux ont récemment permis
l’adoption de certaines mesures législatives conservatrices touchant le système
actuel d’octroi des permis, mais cela
ne sert pas vraiment les propriétaires
d’armes à feu. Comme le reste du système d’octroi des permis – c’est un piège.
Il y a des conséquences considérables, et
peut-être imprévues, pour les propriétaires d’armes à feu, qui sont toujours
tenus de respecter la loi – bref, surveillez
bien l’expiration de votre permis et
renouvelez-le sans attendre. Tout retard
de traitement des demandes signifie que
les armes visées ne peuvent pas être apportées à l’extérieur pendant la période
de grâce. La raison principale est de permettre aux gens de garder leurs droits de
propriété en cas de retard de traitement.
Peut-être que le seul aspect utile de cette
soi-disant période de grâce est qu’elle
protège ceux qui possèdent des armes
prohibées. Auparavant, si le permis expirait, ils perdaient automatiquement leurs
droits de propriété.
Sur une note différente, nous avons

décidé de porter en appel la décision
d’un tribunal inférieur du Québec sur le
fait que la province possède son propre
système d’enregistrement des armes à
feu. Nous pensons qu’il y a des erreurs
dans cette décision qui nous donneraient
une chance raisonnable de gagner cet
appel. De plus, nous participons à une
affaire impliquant le port d’un pistolet
par un trappeur. Au moment d’écrire ces
lignes, nous attendons qu’une décision
soit rendue.
J’attends avec impatience notre prochaine AGA à Hamilton, en Ontario. De
plus, nous allons prendre le temps de
tenir des rencontres avec des politiciens
et des membres du personnel à Ottawa
afin de transmettre notre message. Vous
noterez que notre lobbyiste est très occupé à rencontrer des politiciens de tous
les partis afin de transmettre notre message. Ses activités sont dûment signalées
à la commissaire au lobbying.
Récemment, je vous ai écrit pour vous
informer de ces enjeux et d’autres, et
pour vous demander votre aide dans
notre lutte contre les mauvaises lois sur
les armes à feu. J’espère que vous pouvez
nous soutenir en incitant d’autres personnes à se joindre à la NFA et en faisant
un don. Chaque petit geste compte, alors
que nos adversaires sont bien financés
et combatifs – ils ne reculent pas, tout
comme nous. Nous continuons à avancer
avec nos actions politiques, nous offrons
une formation d’officier de sécurité du
champ de tir et un cours sur les étuis, et
nous aidons les clubs avec des questions
liées à la conception et l’inspection des
champs de tir.
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Vice President’s
M essage
Blair Hagen

Grace Periods Aren’t

A

s we go to press with this edition
of the Canadian Firearms Journal,
the government of Canada has announced the implementation of the
firearms licence expiry amnesty provisions of Bill C-42. It is termed a "grace
period" and is supposed to last six
months after the expiry of your possession/acquisition license, if you have
forgotten to begin the renewal process.
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However, this is not about forgetful
licence holders or cutting gun owners
a break.
Under the Firearms Act as written, the
onus is on you to renew your firearms
licence in such a fashion that you are
physically holding the renewed licence
before the expiry of the previous one.
Thousands of Canadians who hold
firearms licenses and are in posses-
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sion of firearms inadvertently allow
their PAL to expire every month. They
aren't criminals or scofflaws. Just
regular people. Life gets in the way
with important things like family, jobs,
careers, personal challenges and even
tragedies. It’s real life. Not fake, madeup stupidity like the Canada firearms
licence and the onerous provisions
attached to it.

CNN

Only the intervention
of a local man, armed
with his own AR15
rifle, who confronted
and pursued the killer,
prevented further
bloodshed during the
Texas church shooting
in Sutherland Springs.

More importantly, many people
still do not understand it is an actual
criminal offence under the Firearms
Act to allow their PAL to expire. They
do not understand that it is a legal
requirement to hold a valid firearms
licence in order to possess any firearm,
registered or not, let alone purchase
another one. Some people still think
gun laws are "reasonable" and when
they find out they aren't, it is a real big
shock.
Many licence applications and
renewals are received with missing information, or are filled out incorrectly.
Many applicants include references
and the personal medical and relationship information that is demanded by
the bureaucrats, and all of that has to
be investigated by a firearms officer
before a licence or renewal can be issued. It takes time, far more time than
the 28-day period so proudly claimed
by the firearms bureaucracy. Licence
applications and renewals taking over
a year are not uncommon.
The firearms centre doesn’t have the
staffing or the resources to process
the firearms licence applications and
renewals they now get in a timely
manner. And frankly, there is no onus
on them to do so anyway. There are too
many extenuating circumstances, both
on the applicant’s side and theirs.
While you and your property may
not be targeted for not receiving your
licence renewal on time, or allowing it
to expire, it is important to note that
you cannot use your property for any
legitimate purpose unless or until you
are actually physically holding the renewal. Authorizations To Transport for
restricted firearms, another figment
of the insanity of the Firearms Act, are
not extended by this "grace period,"
either. Your property must sit, locked
up, until the bureaucracy sorts itself
out. Grace period indeed.
The firearms control system is deliberately set up to facilitate licence
expiry while in possession during
renewal, in order to effect registration
revocations and confiscations. That's
still politically controversial at this
time, and the government of Canada is
not yet prepared with the resources or
the political will for wholesale firearms
confiscations upon firearms licence
expiration. This six-month amnesty
gives them breathing space to pursue

this at a more manageable level, just as
has been done since the advent of this
1995 C-68 Firearms Act.
Mainstream media is already calling
for firearms licence expiry investigations to be more vigorously prosecuted
by law enforcement. As in, when a
licence expires there should be a cop
on your doorstep, and if there are no
registered restricted or prohibited
firearms to confiscate, there should be
a search of the residence for unregistered non-restricted firearms. As per
the 1995 Firearms Act, universal registration should be in effect and should
be used to facilitate this. That ended
in 2012 under Bill C-19, so it is a lot
messier for them now. Not as simple
and tidy as revoking the registration
and confiscating the gun.
The lack of universal registration
makes the confiscation of non-restricted firearms from expired licence holders problematic. As does the progressive reclassification of firearms from
non-restricted to restricted/prohibited,
with the necessary registration revocations and confiscations. It’s piecemeal,
messy, controversial and inefficient.
Mention must also be made of the recent horrific mass shootings in the US.
In the Texas church shooting, the
killer had received a dishonourable
discharge from the US Air Force and
was prohibited from purchasing or
owning a firearm. He had applied for
a Texas concealed handgun licence
and was denied based on this. A glitch
in information sharing between the
Air Force and NICS, the department
of the American FBI concerned with
approving or denying firearms sales
and transfers in the US, allowed this
individual to purchase firearms. Only
the intervention of a local man, armed
with his own AR15 rifle, who confronted and pursued the killer, prevented
further bloodshed. Draw your own
conclusions.
But the same thing happens in
Canada. The 1989 Montreal Massacre
killer purchased his firearm with the
necessary FAC, and there is nothing to
indicate he should have been denied
one. The 2006 Dawson College killer
had all of the paperwork necessary
to legally own and use his firearms.
He held a valid licence and registration for every firearm he had – those
being the very gun control measures

that were imposed to prevent his evil
crimes.
At the end of the day, nothing can
stop someone who is so evil or mentally unbalanced from committing
these horrific tragedies. And the rights
and property of the innocent must
not be sacrificed in the name of some
righteous indignation in response to
those acts. Which is what happened
in the early 1990s. Rights were denied
and property confiscated under two
pieces of very bad federal gun legislation, which ultimately failed. And
Canada has still not recovered from it,
despite the reforms introduced under
the previous federal government. The
same people who want your guns
grabbed and a cop on every doorstep
have power and influence again.
We welcome mental illness into
our communities and let it remain
untreated through a very real lack of
resources, while "experts" pretend to
address the issue. We encourage and
facilitate the mentally ill to self-treat
and self-medicate. Rather than adjudicating and institutionalizing individuals based on real issues or actions,
for their own safety and the safety of
others, we restrict the rights, freedoms and property of all Canadians
in pursuit of this social engineering
experiment.
This is not advocating for unrestricted institutionalization of individuals
with mental issues. Abuse of that
process in the past led to legislative
"reforms" which went way too far and
that were largely based on the ideology of "social justice," rather than
balancing the protection of the rights
and property of individuals with the
rights of those with mental issues. We
are paying the price for that today.
There is a national stereotype Canadians are proud of: a nation of free
individuals who respect the rights and
property of their fellow Canadians and
who enjoy the civil society resulting
from that. Unfortunately, over the last
50 years, that civil society has been
fractured, folded, spindled and mutilated by craven politicians, academics
and activist social engineers. Federal
legislation, including firearms legislation, has hamstrung and muted many
of our ancient freedoms for no return
on public safety. So, it has to be asked:
what was it all really for?
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P reserving O ur
F irearms H eritage
Gary K. Kangas

The Stories They Would Tell

T

here are numerous stories of mysterious guns that have been dug
up after being lost, dropped in battle or
consumed by the environment along
with their owners. Very few of these
firearms indicate what really might
have occurred, their stories remaining
a fascinating mystery. The mere presence of these firearms refutes the myths
from spin doctors of a certain political
view that continually sell the notion of
Canadians being a non-firearms-owning
society. Our history is revised, sanitized
and corrected to suit their vision!
Canadians have been an avid firearmowning culture since the beginning of
European immigration. The inhabitants
of New France were issued a musket,
powder and bullets on their arrival in
their seigneury in Canada. First Nations
people recognized firearms as valuable
tools for food gathering and defence,
and so the Hudson’s Bay Company
stocked well-made, serviceable guns
as trade goods. First Nations people
took great pride in owning these guns,
utilizing every part of them, including
removing the buttplates and sharpening
the edges to flesh hides. They shortened
the barrels to various lengths for ease of
handling on horseback, carrying under
blankets or in a canoe. They embel-
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lished the long guns and handguns with
brass tacks, horse hair tassels and bright
cloth to individualize them. Virtually all
frontier adventurers maintained access
to firearms, frequently owning rifle,
handgun and shotgun. Even front counter employees at the Hudson’s Bay forts
typically carried handguns.
The proliferation of Canadian firearms
is immense, as evidenced by grand
collections held privately and in public
museums. However, the less elegant
collections are the “dug-ups.”These
are the guns located simply lying on
the ground, under logs, boards, and in
deteriorated structures. Some have even
been found grown into trees! They are
usually heavily rusted with broken and
missing parts, but the stories they would
tell, if they could, would be fascinating.
My own experience with dug-ups
began at about 10 years of age. While
exploring the Saskatchewan River
valley, I came upon a broken, rusted
receiver for a single shot cartridge rifle.
Dad subsequently identified it, telling
me that at about my age he acquired a
similar rifle chambered for a long .22
centrefire cartridge, which he could cast
bullets for and reload. The action I found
was a Stevens receiver, a model which
was chambered for .22 centrefire and .22
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The author’s own finds
include a Stevens receiver, an
1873 Springfield, 1881 Marlin
and 11-gauge shotgun.

rimfire cartridges.
The second dug-up I acquired was
an 1873 Trapdoor Springfield. Heavily
rusted and with a badly cracked stock, it
was used as a horse picket on a ranch in
southern Alberta. Being above ground
in the high desert, it had survived very
well, and at the age of 12 I was delighted
to come into possession of it. I did a hide
wrap on the stock and cut the heavily
rusted part off the end of the barrel.
The third dug-up was an 1881 Marlin
in 45-70 Gov’t. Also heavily rusted, it
came from BC’s Cowichan Valley.
The fourth was a half-stock 11-gauge
percussion shotgun with a broken stock
and no lock, found on the eastern side of
Vancouver Island.
A revelation unfolded as I began my
research on this particular subject, in
that many of the gun owners I canvassed
had made similar finds. They included:
Parts for trade guns from the Hudson’s
Bay Fort Ellice, established in 1831 in
Beaver Creek, Man.; a rusted 1873 Winchester 44-40 carbine from a cattle ranch
in northwestern BC; a badly rusted 1876
Winchester 45-75 with the wood rotted
off from the interior of BC; a sporterized
Springfield musket with intact wood
from southern Saskatchewan; a Harpers Ferry flintlock rifle, sporterized and

Top: HugH LyLe esTaTe

converted to percussion; an 1851 Navy
Colt rusted into a solid lump found near
the long vanished gold rush town of
Leechtown and another 1851 Navy Colt
intact with surface rust found on the
E&N right-of-way during construction
of the railway in 1914. The last is a Smith
& Wesson top break double-action in
44 Russian discovered in the ruins of a
cabin in west central BC.
The potential stories of these artifacts
range from the mundane to the lurid.
The Stevens action I found as a boy was
likely discarded, as its tangs had been
broken off, the lever was broken and
with no springs, it was likely just thrown
away. The 1873 Springfield is more
intriguing, it could well have been a gun
from the tribe of Sitting Bull. The 1881
Marlin is interesting in that it has had
multiple repairs, including a hacksaw
blade as a main spring, a handmade
peep sight set in the rear dovetail and a
silver blade front sight. It was probably a
hunter’s gun lost during a hunt and for
some reason could not be retrieved. The
11-gauge half-stock shotgun is a superior make, engraved, with silver inlays
at the breech. The broken off stock and
missing lock indicate it may have been
used for parts and the rest discarded.
The modified Springfield musket and
Harpers Ferry rifle I believe to be First
Nations firearms, as they have tack
marks, and the Springfield has carving
marks. They could have been lost during
a hunt or in some sort of confrontation.
The 1873 and 1876 Winchesters, due
to their locations, are cowboy guns lost
from saddle scabbards. The last three
are the most probable to have lurid
histories. The Navy Colt, found near
Leechtown, was buried for more than
100 years, with only the frame, cylinder
and barrel assembly remaining. However, it has three loaded chambers and
three empty. So, was the owner in a gun
fight, was the pistol defending the claim
from claim jumpers or was it a claim
jumper who was killed or wounded? We
shall never know.
The 1851 Navy Colt found in 1914
during the construction of the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway is thought
provoking. When discovered, it was
covered in surface rust, but it cleaned up
very well. With notches on the left-hand
grip, the location most certainly makes it
a gold rush miner’s firearm. The section
of the railway where it was uncovered is
part of the Lake Pass Trail from Milnes
Landing to the gold rush boomtown of
Leechtown. Did the miner drop it by

A found Colt revolver with links to an
early gold mining town makes a great
display when paired with periodcorrect accoutrements.

A Smith & Wesson No. 3
double-action revolver found
in a collapsed cabin.

accident or did it fall out of his pack?
Another mystery. The last is the Smith
& Wesson double-action 44 Russian revolver, found in the ruins of a collapsed
cabin in the BC interior. The gun is quite
well preserved due to the dry area and
protective cover of the debris. It was
covered in light surface rust and some
animal had attempted to eat the wood
grips, as evidenced by multiple tooth
marks, but it too cleaned up nicely. The
mystery is, why was it left? Did some
cowboy or frontiersman fall ill or die,

leaving the pistol hidden, only to be unearthed long after the cabin collapsed?
Or was it a horse thief or miscreant who
was arrested and taken away without
divulging ownership? These are tantalizing tangible links with the past.
All these firearms, and more, are wonderful artifacts of our firearms heritage.
They are preserved in all their rust and
glory, left by those who owned them as
wonderful links to incidents of the past,
and for us to speculate on their individual stories.
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P olitics & G uns
Bruce Gold

Killer Headline – Political Agenda
This is a polemic
masquerading as a
scientific study. Its
categories and definitions
are deliberately chosen
to inflate the size of the
problem, even at the
expense of understanding
the problem.

injuries per year in the context of each
year’s study population. This works out
to 87 ten thousandths of one per cent of
youth being injured by firearms every
year in Ontario. The 355 injuries a year is
exposed as less than a rounding error in
such a huge population.
We can also examine the 355 injuries
in relationship to all injuries. Perhaps,
firearms are a “significant” percentage
of all injuries in the 0 to 24 age group.
The study does not give us this information, but we can establish the total
number of injuries from the Ontario
Injury Data Report. The data report does
not have an identical time period, but
does fall within the study years. From
the data report, we find that the number
of injuries in the 0 to 24 age group that
resulted in an emergency room visit or
hospitalization (the same data sources as
the study) was 319,724 injuries per year.
Our “shocking” statistic of 355 injuries
per year works out to 11 hundredths
of one per cent of Ontario youth had a
firearm injury each year. This establishes
the fact that firearms are a tiny minority of injuries to children and youth.
The difference between the two tests of
context demonstrates the vast majority
of children and youth are not injured in
any given year, but are in short, a very
safe population.

A

recent study Risk of Firearm
Injuries Among Children and Youth
of Immigrant Families examines firearm
injuries in Ontario. The study is of all
Ontario residents 24 and younger over a
five-year period, 2008 to 2012. The press
release for the study was issued under
the headline, A Child or Youth is Injured by
a Firearm Every Day in Ontario. A statement calculated to alarm.

Why context matters
To understand the methods and purpose
of the study’s authors, we need to dig beneath the scholarly, scientific structure of
the study. The study begins with a simple
claim of certainty and importance. The
authors state, “Firearm injuries contribute to substantial morbidity and mortality among children and youth.” One of
the authors, Dr. Guttmann, goes further,
stating, “I think we would all agree that
even one child or youth injured by a gun
is too many.”
Putting aside Dr. Guttmann’s call for
perfection, even a total ban on firearms
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would not achieve her aim since the
study includes criminal use of guns.
But we also need to examine the value
judgement “substantial.”To judge how
important a matter is requires some
context and some understanding of the
facts and circumstances surrounding
the issue. A little information about the
number of people involved in the study
(its population) and some basic math
can enlighten us on how common these
injuries are. The total number of people
in the study amounts to some 20,418,245
person years over the five-year study.
On average, we would have 4,083,649
children and youth in each year of the
study. Therefore, we know immediately
that the “one a day” statistic is from a
very large group of people.
Over the five-year period, there were
448 intentional and 1,329 unintentional
injuries, totaling 1,777 injuries. This
averages out to 355 injuries per year and
is the source of the alarming headline.
We can now make our first judgement of
“substantial” by putting the number of
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InjurIes & age
The authors of the study were able to
turn a rare event into a seemingly common one by extracting data from a huge,
multi-year study population. They further magnified the numbers by choosing
a very wide age category, broken down
into two cohorts: under 15 and 15 to 24
years of age. The downside of this injury
maximising choice is how it obscures
information by lumping very different
types, rates and causes of injury into one
category. This seriously undermines the
study’s usefulness.
A little more math clarifies the picture.
We find that for the five years there
were 312 unintentional injuries in the
under-15 group and 1,017 in the 15 to
24-year-old group. Therefore, the majority of unintentional injuries (76 per cent)
were in the 15 to 24-year age group. For
intentional injuries, the ratios are even
more skewed, with the older cohort having 95 per cent of the injuries. If we combine the figures, we find that out of all
injures, 81 per cent happened in the 15
to 24 age group. These high percentages
reveal that the study, despite its name, is
really a study of young adults. However,

the inclusion of children allows an appeal to emotions.
Not surprisingly, the study also muddies the water by excluding any information about the type and severity of
injury. This lack of information is a major
failure in the design of the study, because it lumps everything from a bruise
to death in one category. Its only advantage is that it produces the highest injury
count possible. Fortunately, we have data
from the Ontario Injury Data Report to
give us a general understanding of how
injuries are distributed. For intentional
firearm injuries (real firearms, not the
study’s extended definition), there
were three injuries per year in the 0 to
14 age group (the time period and age
groupings of the data report are slightly
different from the study) and 73 injuries
in the 15 to 24 age group. All intentional
firearm deaths were in the 14 to 24-yearold group, another indication that this
is a study of young adults not children.
The study also admits that a significant
percentage of intentional injuries are
related to gang activity and criminal
involvement (in 2012, 46 per cent of all
firearms’ homicides were gang-related.)

The authors of the
study were able to
turn a rare event
into a seemingly
common one by
extracting data from
a huge, multi-year
study population.

FIrearms
Correspondence in the Canadian Medical
Association Journal following the publication of the study added additional
information not included in the study.
We learn that the study’s “firearms” category increased the injury numbers by
including injuries from airguns, BB guns,
flare guns and paintball guns. This hopelessly blurs the realities of what is going
on, unless one assumes for political
reasons that all injuries are equal. The
fact that this information was excluded
from the study is another indication of
its political, rather than scientific, intent.
If we look at injuries where the type of
firearms was known, we find 79 per cent
of injuries were from BB guns and air
guns, which, for the most part, would be
trivial. Including non-firearms to pump
the injury count and justify more restrictions on firearms is scarcely science.
We can also note that using the normal
definition of firearm would dramatically
reduce the already microscopic injury
percentages.
Another aspect of the study was how it
failed to address the issue of the number
of guns versus injuries. We know there
are around 2.3 million firearms and an
unknown number of BB guns, paintball
guns, etc. in Ontario. Putting this number in context, we have 355 injuries per

year (including criminal/gang activity)
associated with 2.3 million guns, so we
find that 15 thousandths of one per cent
of guns are involved in a youth injury
per year. Even with the inclusion of trivial injuries, we find that many millions of
guns are involved in a vanishingly small
rate of firearm injuries to youth.

conclusIon
This is a polemic masquerading as a
scientific study. Its categories and definitions are deliberately chosen to inflate
the size of the problem, even at the
expense of understanding the problem.
The very different nature and causes
of injury to children and youth were
blurred into one category, hindering any
attempt to learn lessons and find workable remedies.
One sure sign of a political motive is
the “even one is too many” standard,
which forms a moral absolute that is
only satisfied with an unattainable perfection. It serves as a barrier to all other
considerations, be they of utility, cost or
alternative priorities. Since it is a moral
imperative, it also justifies any required
effort in the form of more laws, regula-

tions, top-down control and “education
campaigns” in support of the cause.
Opposition is easily dismissed as a lack
of moral sensibility and the required unattainable perfection of outcomes drives
out the merely good outcomes.
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MeC MaRksMan
Reloading PRess
By LoweLL StrauSS
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A

ccuracy is king when it comes to
handloading ammunition for longrange shooting. Whether your target is a
steel gong at 1,200 metres or a big buck
across an open field, the ability to make
first-round hits starts with consistent ammunition. If you’re in the market for a wellmade, single-stage reloading press with
some unique accuracy-enhancing features,
the MEC Marksman is worth a close look.
MEC (Mayville Engineering Company)
is best known for its shotshell reloaders.
MEC has made over two million of these
machines since the first reloader rolled off
the line in 1955. Building on over 60 years
of reloading experience, MEC designed a
new single-stage metallic cartridge reloading press they’re calling the Marksman.
When mounted on its optional base,
the Marksman tips the scales at about 24
pounds. This is one beefy press that won’t
flex, even under the heaviest resizing jobs.
It’s made from cast iron and coated with
a glossy black powder-coat for protection.
The optional base raises the press for better
visibility, while providing storage for four
reloading dies. An offset handle is easily
adjusted to accommodate both left- and
right-hand operation. The heavy-duty ram
glides up and down with ease. Spent primers fall through that hollow one-inch ram
to collect in a removable primer tray on the
back of the press. Of course, it’s compatible
with standard 7/8-14 thread dies, and it’s
open-front frame design handles cartridges
from 22 Hornet to 416 Rigby.
One feature that sets this press apart
from other single-stage presses is its selfcentering shell holder. It’s MEC’s solution
for improving accuracy by producing more
consistent ammunition. Ideally, the cartridge body, neck and bullet align through
a common centre (axis). But we don’t live
in a perfect world. Cartridge resizing and
bullet seating can push the cartridge and
bullet out of alignment (measured as runout). Too much runout yields a cartridge
with poor concentricity, which negatively
effects accuracy. The Marksman’s design
centres the cartridge on both the up and
down stroke of the ram, which improves
overall alignment and minimizes runout
– results that can be measured in tighter
groups downrange.
Overall, the MEC Marksman is a
sound lifetime investment and a good
choice for anybody looking to squeeze
the best accuracy out of their handloads.
MEC also makes a range of reloading
accessories, including a powder measure, shell holder tray, scale, calipers
and more. Check out the MEC website
for additional product information,
pricing and Canadian dealer locations at
www.mecshootingsports.com.
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Which “Dillon” is Right for You?

Square Deal “B”

RL 550C

illon’s Square Deal “B” was
designed to produce large
amounts of ammunition in the least
possible time for just a little bit of
money. At 300 to 400 rounds per
hour, you can produce enough ammo
for several pistol matches or practice
sessions in just a few hours.

ore RL 550s have been sold
than any other progressive
machine in the world, and for good
reason: The RL 550C’s versatility is
almost unlimited. It will load over
160 different rifle and pistol calibers.

D

M

XL 650

D

Super 1050

illon’s XL 650 resulted from
several years of listening to our
customers expressing their fondest
wishes. We took every good idea we
and our customers ever had, tested
them extensively, and then
incorporated them all into the
design of the XL 650.

T

he Super 1050 is Dillon’s
commercial grade loading
machine, featuring a frame and
crank assembly that provides
increased stroke to accommodate
long rifle cartridges, yet the handle
stroke is at a minimum, meaning
less work for the operator.

www.dillonprecision.com • Call 800-762-3845 for a FREE catalog, ask for stock # O29-14690
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Perfecting
AnneAling

The art & science of annealing cartridge cases
By LoweLL StrauSS

R

eally? About $390 for a new
box of 100 .338 Lapua Magnum
brass! By the time I pay the taxman,
that’s more than $4 per cartridge
case. If you use expensive cartridge
cases, chances are good you’ve explored annealing as a way to extend
the life of that precious brass and
improve the accuracy of your ammunition. If not, you may still wonder
about annealing and the fuss some
shooters make of it. It all means we
need to explore the nuts and bolts of
cartridge case annealing.
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What is annealing?
Cartridge case brass gets harder when
it’s stretched or compressed, in a process called work hardening. In reloading, case sizing and bullet seating account for most of this work hardening.
Each successive time brass is worked,
it gets harder. How much depends
on the type of resizing die and how it
is adjusted. If a case neck is too hard,
chances are good the neck will crack.
Therefore, it’s good to visually inspect
each case and scrap any damaged ones.
Fortunately, heating brass, in a process
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called annealing, softens it back to a
malleable state. Annealing cartridge
case necks and shoulders makes them
softer and more ductile. A neck of the
correct hardness will stretch, rather
than crack, under pressure.
Annealing is used throughout the
cartridge manufacturing process. Cases
begin life as a solid piece of brass alloy
known as C260. This cartridge brass is
made of copper, zinc and a few other
trace elements. Short, thick cups are
punched from parent material. To make
brass taller and thinner, the cups are

drawn, stretching them to length
in a series of steps. After the first
and second drawing operations, the
cup is annealed, relaxing the metal
enough to continue stretching. By the
third draw, the cup has reached its
total elongated length. The case is not
annealed after this step, to ensure the
head remains sufficiently hard. In the
next steps, a primer pocket is formed,
a headstamp is imprinted and an
extraction groove is cut. Then the case
body is annealed, softening the metal
to form its bottleneck. The last steps
include trimming the case to length,
chamfering its mouth and cutting a
flash hole. The mouth and neck are
annealed one last time before it’s
loaded, because the neck/shoulder
area needs to be soft enough to seal
in the chamber during firing.

brass hardness
Brass hardness is often measured by
Vickers testing. A diamond indenter
presses into the brass to make an impression. The imprints are optically
measured and converted to a hardness value (HV). Dead soft brass may
measure 35 to 65 HV, while workhardened brass values start at 130
HV and can exceed 200 HV. The case
head will have an HV in the range
of 200, while the neck of brand new
cases will be around 95 to120 HV.
There are ways to minimize work
hardening the brass. Traditional
sizing dies, with an expander ball,
work the brass twice – once when the
case neck is sized and again when
the expander pulls back through
the neck. The expander ball can also
destroy neck concentricity. A bushing
die without an expander works the
brass less. For maximum case life,
dies should be adjusted to only bump
the shoulder. Setting the shoulder
back too far overworks the brass and
can cause the cartridge to stretch in
the chamber. Over time, stretching
weakens the case and can lead to a
dangerous case/head separation.
According to Alex Findlay, president of Annealing Made Perfect, one
pass through a standard resizing
die with expander ball can increase
hardness values by 20 points. Seating
the bullet adds another five to 10 HV.
Surprisingly, shooting has little effect
on hardness. Depending on the dies,
after only a few reloads the neck can
be as hard as the cartridge head. And
this is when problems of hard brass
crop up.

To anneal the cartridge case, heat
is applied by one of two methods:
using a torch flame or an induction
coil. A flame is the easiest and least
expensive method of heating a case.

Why anneal brass?
Good-quality brass is expensive, so
wringing more life out of a case saves
money. This is money that can be put towards bullets, powder, primers or even
a new gun barrel. Annealing extends
brass life because case necks that are
too hard can crack, rendering them useless. But if primer pockets are still tight,
the brass is reusable. Work-hardened
brass also increases chamber pressure
and causes inconsistent neck tension,
two factors that can degrade accuracy.

Annealing after every shot solves this
problem. Annealing is also a required
step when reforming cases, such as
when making a wildcat cartridge. I love
shooting the 7mm-08 Rem and often
neck down easy-to-find 308 Win. brass
for my rifle. Annealing resized brass
allows it to better seal in the chamber
during fireforming.

annealing methods
Cartridge case hardness varies along
its length. Brass is hardest in the
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The Annealing
Made Perfect
machine is simple
to operate: just
select the correct
program, install the
right case pilot and
press start.

cartridge head and gets progressively softer towards the neck. As we’ve
learned, annealing the cartridge neck
and shoulder has several benefits. But
softening the case head is dangerous! If
you embark into the world of annealing,
it’s important to select a method that is
first and foremost safe, and secondly,
provides the results you are looking for.
To anneal the cartridge case, heat is
applied by one of two methods: using
a torch flame or an induction coil. A
flame is the easiest and least expensive method of heating a case, but it
has its shortcomings and results may
be inconsistent. You need to take extra
caution to not overheat the case head.
Induction machines are precise, but
cost more to get started. Overheating
the head is eliminated using induction
machines, such as those by Annealing
Made Perfect. This is because they apply
just enough heat to soften the neck,
shoulder and three to four millimetres
of body. According to Findlay, brass
just millimetres away from the annealed section doesn’t heat up enough
to soften, so quenching isn’t required
to prevent heat migration towards the
head.
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A YouTube search for “cartridge case
annealing” results in many methods
for using a gas torch to heat case necks.
Common methods include:
1. Heat the case with the head in a pan
of water;
2. Use a deep socket to hold the cartridge (socket acts as a heat sink to
protect the head);
3. Use an electric drill and a case
holder and;
4. Use an automated case annealing
machine.
Some advocate the use of a temperature-indicating liquid or paste, such
as Tempilaq. Typically, either a 650 to
750-degree-Fahrenheit paste on the
neck or a 400-degree-Fahrenheit paste
on the body, or both, are used. The
lower-temperature paste is applied on
the body of the case, so the user can
stop the process before the head is annealed. The higher temperature paste is
applied on the shoulder and top of the
body to indicate when enough heat has
been applied. Exact mileage may vary,
but these methods get the job done if
your goal is to extend brass life.
Induction annealing is a more precise
method and provides more consistent
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case-to-case neck tension. By placing the brass in a magnetic field, an
induction coil heats the brass without
contacting it directly. There is no heating element, so the only thing to get hot
is the case. The magnetic field is focused
to maximize heating in the location
where it is specifically required – the
neck and shoulder.

annealing made Perfect
– induction annealing machine
Admittedly, I’m a ballistics geek when
it comes to the science behind shooting
and am always on the quest to create
bughole groups in my targets. I’m also
a sucker for high-quality equipment,
which was why I purchased a New
Zealand-made Annealing Made Perfect
(AMP) machine. Years of research and
development have gone into creating
the AMP, and as the name would indicate they’ve created an annealer that
works the first time, every time. There
is no set up and no calibration required
on the user’s part. Getting started is
simple: plug in the machine, insert the
appropriate cartridge pilot, select a
pre-programmed time/power setting
from the AMP online database and

Resizing work
hardens brass and
can cause cracks
on the neck or
at the top of the
shoulder. This case
exhibits multiple
cracks and is
destined for the
scrap bucket.

press start. Once you get the hang of it,
you’ll be cranking out five to six cases
per minute.
Program settings are based on case
neck thickness, the brand of brass and
sometimes case lots. Neck turning
affects program settings, and changes
are noted in the database as well. Variable time and power levels allow for
precise control of the finished product.
Advanced users or those needing data
specific to their brass can utilize AMP’s
free brass testing service. They’ll test
your brass in-house and send you the
optimal program setting for your brass.
It doesn’t get better than that.
The big drawback is price. At $1,450,
the AMP is a relatively expensive piece
of equipment best suited to serious
shooters looking for the utmost consistency in neck tension and long service
life from their brass. Cases are annealed
one at a time by hand, so it takes time to
complete a batch. But as I’m writing this
article, AMP is finalizing an autofeeder,
an add-on option that will expedite the
annealing process.

When does annealing make sense?
Are you obsessed with squeezing

every little bit of accuracy potential
from your rifle? Are you a precision or
benchrest shooting competitor? If so,
you’ve probably invested in large lots
of match-grade components. Accuracy
involves consistency. Getting the utmost
in accuracy may require the painstaking processes of weighing and sorting
cases, measuring case concentricity,
trimming overall length every few firings, uniforming primer pockets and
flash holes, and neck turning. All are
labour and time-intensive. Through
annealing, the working life of brass can
be extended, making your time hand
sorting and meticulous preparation an
even more valuable investment. Annealing also provides more consistent
neck tension, another variable in the
quest for ultimate accuracy. However,
annealing makes sense only when you
are recovering brass after shooting it.
There’s no point in annealing brass for
a longer service life if you don’t pick it
up after a match.

hoW often to anneal?
Differing opinions exist on how often
to anneal brass. It partially depends
on your shooting goals. For consistent

neck tension, brass should be annealed
after every shot. If a long service life is
the only consideration, annealing every
two or three shots may be sufficient. It
partially depends on the dies used for
reloading and how much the brass is
work hardened.
Annealing is one of the finer points
of reloading. Competition shooters,
gun nuts experimenting with wildcat
cartridges or those handloading obsolete cartridges will gain the most from
annealing. The best annealing method
for you is based on your end goals,
budget and passion for reloading. I find
annealing a therapeutic operation in the
overall reloading process, and part of
the great satisfaction I get from punching tiny holes in distant targets. After
reading this article, I hope the decision
whether to begin annealing won’t be
too hard (or soft).

references
X-Reload, the Canadian distributor
of Annealing Made Perfect:
https://x-reload.com/annealingmade-perfect-amp-machine.html
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The Grand

ConneCtion
By Ken Bailey

T

oday’s rifles and riflescopes are
engineering near-certainties – reliable, durable and accurate. Seldom will
either fail you in the field. The Achilles’s
heel in the equation is the connection
between the two. Scope mounting problems probably account for more failures
in the field than any other rifle issue.
Correct riflescope mounting procedures really aren’t that difficult to
master, and more hunters and shooters are opting for the do-it-yourself
approach. I recently had the opportunity to sit down with Adam Patterson,
sales manager at Korth Group Ltd.,
who represent and distribute Leupold
products across Canada, to talk about
mounting riflescopes. As Patterson told
me, “Correctly mounting a riflescope is
a relatively easy job to do yourself, but
only if you take your time and use the
right tools. Quality mounts are also a
key component.”

Bases & rings
We began by talking about the fundamentals of the connection between
the rifle and scope. When it comes to
bases, he advises that rails are best
suited to target and/or sport shooting,
in situations where maximizing your
elevation adjustment range is critical, or
for instances when you may regularly
be switching scopes between rifles. For
most hunting rifles, he says, traditional
two-piece bases are the way to go.
“Unfortunately, we see a lot of folks
make the mistake of trying to save
money by purchasing cheap bases and
rings. Considering how much they
spend on their rifle and optics, and the
importance of the connection between

the two, that doesn’t make sense. The
materials used in inexpensive mounting
hardware can often let you down, from
outright failure under recoil to lending
themselves to being over-tightened and
ultimately bending the scope tube.”
When it comes to bases, Patterson
recommends standard bases, one- or
two-piece as you prefer, where the front
ring is affixed through a turn-in mount,
while the rear is secured by the windage adjustment screws. For rifles with
significant recoil, like 300 Win Mag and
larger, he suggests that dual-dovetail
mounts are a better choice. They cost
about the same as standard mounts,
while offering a little more durability
under stress.
Similar to selecting your bases, Patterson recommends investing in quality
rings, saying that all-steel rings offer
much-needed strength and rigidity.
“In our testing, we’ve seen examples
of off-shore aluminum rings shearing
off under the combination of significant recoil energy and relatively high
optic weight. We recommend using
high-quality aluminum or steel rings
and bases, especially for all hunting
calibres.”
One word of caution Patterson offers
is to resist the notion that your rings
need to be lapped prior to mounting
your scope.
“There was a time when it wasn’t
uncommon to find rings that weren’t
properly aligned. That’s been all but
eliminated in most quality rings today,
and the lapping process can actually be
detrimental, reducing the contact surface between the ring and your scope
tube.”

Mounting the riflescope
1. Always begin by ensuring the firearm
is unloaded.

2. Degrease the bottom of the bases and
the top of the rifle using any commercial degreasing agent.
3. Ensure you have the correct bases for
your rifle. As Patterson pointed out, bases and rifle receivers are not standardized. For example, pre-‘64 Winchesters
require different bases than do post-‘64
models. Savage rifles can have round or
flat receivers, each requiring specifically
designed bases. And the list goes on.
4. Check carefully to ensure you can differentiate the rear from the front base
– the location of the screw holes are
different for each. Pay specific attention
to the rear base. They can be reversible,
but in some instances, they may get in
the way of the bolt handle depending
upon which way you mount them. Don’t
worry if the rear base overhangs the
ejection port, it won’t impede ejection.
5. When mounting bases, use a torque
driver to ensure you’re tightening the
screws to the manufacturer’s specs.
Check the packaging of the bases
you’ve chosen to identify what the
manufacturer recommends for torque
values. Over-tightening is a common
problem, especially on firearms with
aluminum receivers, such as the Ruger
10/22. Some manufacturers include
thread-locking compound already
applied to the base screws. If not, use
a small dab of blue Loctite, not red, to
help secure the screws.
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Proper scope mounting
is relatively easy if you
take your time and have
the proper tools.

Tighten the screws to near final,
alternating between them. Once you’ve
got them almost fully secured, back
them out and then retighten them to
the manufacturer’s recommended spec;
this will ensure the threads are properly
coated with Loctite.

6. Ensure you’ve chosen rings of the
right height for your scope. You want
the rings to accommodate the objective lens, with the goal of mounting the
scope as low to the bore as possible
while ensuring a slight clearance.
Use a ring wrench to insert dovetailed rings. Too many people use the
scope itself for this task, says Patterson, but you’re just asking to bend
the scope. Similarly, don’t use a hard
metal object or you risk damaging
the ring. Turn the ring in until it looks
“about right” to the eye. If you have
two dovetail rings, you’ll have to do
this twice, naturally. If using standard
rings, the rear ring will be affixed to
the base using the windage screws.
Again, follow the manufacturer’s
specs to ensure you tighten them
22 www.nfa.ca

correctly. On Leupold scopes, for
example, they need to be tightened to
nearly twice the amount required for
the bases.
With the rings in place, lay your scope
into the bottom half of the two rings to
see if they are aligned properly. Some
folks use a steel bar of the same diametre instead of the scope itself, though
if you don’t abuse the scope, it will do
the job just fine. You’re looking for a
smooth, even fit; whatever you do, don’t
force the scope tube into the rings.
At this stage, it’s not unusual to have
a little misalignment. In the case of
standard rings, use the ring wrench to
make minor adjustments to the front
ring until you’ve got everything aligned.
With dual dovetails, you may have to
adjust both rings. As a final check that
everything’s correctly in place, you may
want to use alignment bars, metal bars
of the correct diameter that are pointed
on one end. Place one in each ring,
pointed ends facing each other. When
the point tips touch one another exactly,
you know your rings are perfectly
aligned.
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7. Once your rings are set and tight
to the bases, lay your scope in place,
checking that there is no resistance, that
the objective lens clears the barrel, that
the power selector ring isn’t touching
the base and that your bolt will function
properly.
Once you’re sure all is good, begin by
tightening the rear ring, again using
a torque tool and adhering to manufacturer’s specs. A little blue Loctite
on the screws serves as insurance, but
isn’t necessary. Alternate between the
screws, tightening them just to the point
that the scope won’t move on its own,
but will slide back and forth without
difficulty. Then repeat this procedure
for the front ring.
8. It’s now time to check eye relief. Set
your scope at its highest magnification,
as that’s when eye relief is at its minimum. Patterson recommends wearing
the clothes you’ll wear in the field to
most effectively set eye relief. Hold your
rifle up and look through the scope.
You’re seeking a crisp, clear, complete
view with no “vignetting” – that black

donut surrounding the image which
tells you your eye relief is not correct.
Slide the scope back and forth in the
rings until you find a perfect image with
your rifle shouldered, as it would be in
a shooting situation.
When you’ve established the correct
eye relief, check that neither the ocular
lens nor the objective lens is jammed up
against a ring. If either is, consider going to an offset ring, which will ensure
clearance between your scope’s lenses
and the rings.

9. It’s also important to ensure that your
reticle is level before fully tightening
the rings. There are several ways to do
this. Many simply eyeball the alignment of their reticle. Wheeler makes
an effective scope-levelling device that
uses small bubble levels, or you can
pick up a couple at your local hardware
store. Placing one level on the top turret of your scope and the second on a
known level portion of your rifle, such
as the bridge or across the ejection port,
makes it easy to turn the scope in the
rings until the bubbles on the levels

show that your scope is perfectly level
with your rifle.
Another option is to hang a plumb
line from the ceiling to give you a perfectly vertical line on which to centre
your reticle. Actually, any known vertical line can serve this purpose.

10. You can now fully tighten the rings.
Do one ring first, alternating side to side
with your torque driver until you’ve
reached the correct level of snugness.
Before you tighten the second ring,
check once more that your eye relief
is correct and that your reticle is level.
Your scope is now properly mounted,
and all that’s needed is to get it zeroed.
11. The objective of bore sighting is to
get you on paper at 25 metres. There are
several styles of instruments available,
and all work for their intended purpose.
Patterson doesn’t advocate for one style
over another, but offers as a last piece
of advice, remembering to remove it
before shooting. He says you’d be surprised how many people overlook this.

12. When sighting in your rifle, be sure
to fire at least three rounds prior to
making any adjustments in the optic.
With each group, make your windage/
elevation adjustments based on the centre of the group. This will eliminate the
influence of possible fliers, pulled shots
or environmental conditions. You’ll
spend less time ‘chasing’ the zero by firing groups of three, then adjusting from
the centre of that group to find zero.
trouBleshooting
Your rifle doesn’t shoot well and you’re
concerned it’s a scope issue? Patterson
suggests that in 95 per cent of the cases
where a “problem” scope has been
sent back to Leupold, the scope itself
isn’t the issue. He recommends going
through the following check list of possible problems:
1. Are the rings and bases tight? Check
all the screws.
2. Are the action screws tight? Check
the fit between the action and stock.
3. Are the bases correct for the rifle?
4. Check that your scope is not contacting the rifle anywhere but within
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Standard mounts, with
turn-in front ring.

Use a torque driver to ensure accurate
tightening of all screws. Note also the
rear base overhanging the ejection
port; it won’t impair ejection.
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the rings. A common issue
is the ocular lens or power
adjustment ring coming in
contact with the rear base.
5. Ensure that the eye relief is
correct.
One problem that arises with
some of today’s mass-produced
rifles is the holes in the receiver
are misaligned, making it difficult to properly mount the
bases and align the scope. To
correct this, shooters have to
crank the windage or elevation
adjustments a long way to get
their rifle to zero.
Ideally, he says, your scope
should be optically centered,
meaning you have equal room
to adjust your windage left or
right and your elevation up and
down. To check for this, once
you’ve boresighted the scope,
count the number of clicks you
have available in each direction
– they should be near-identical,
left and right, and up and down.
If you’re way off centre, left
and right, you may have to
consider a windage-adjustable
base. Ensure the windage
adjustment is centered on the
scope, then make necessary
coarse adjustments with the
base, followed by requisite fine
adjustments with the scope
itself.
If the problem is one of elevation, you may need to shim a
base. If you’re looking to lower
the scope, shim the rear base;
vice-versa if you need to raise
it. It’s incorrect that shimming
a base isn’t acceptable, says
Patterson. In fact, Leupold sends
out shims free of charge to
customers needing them. Keep
in mind that the windage and
elevation adjustments on your
scope are designed to accommodate fine adjustments only.
That’s it. Making the connection between scope and rifle
isn’t rocket science, but it does
require a little time, careful
workmanship and the right
tools. To get the most out of this
combination, the connection
has to be every bit as good as
the two products being fastened
together.

Small bubble levels will
help ensure that your
reticle is perfectly level.
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Reloading The
T

he original purpose of the 6.5
Creedmoor (6.5 CM) was longrange target shooting, including the
ability to perform out to 1,000 yards.
However, the cartridge is also making
a name for itself as a hunting round.
There are many companies now making
rifles for this chambering, and a lot of
research is being aimed at improving
accuracy. But, besides having a good
rifle, a 6.5 CM shooter needs accurate
ammunition to be successful in competition or while hunting. With a good
rifle in hand, your work has just started.
Lately, I’ve been working with a
Ruger American rifle in this chambering, specifically the Predator variation.
This bolt action has a 22-inch barrel
with a one-in-eight-inch twist, which is
both long enough and fast enough to
get good velocity and stabilize heavier
bullets. At 6.6 pounds without a scope,
it’s on the lighter side, but I’ve found
it to be capable of excellent accuracy.
Like any rifle, some experimentation
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was required to obtain the best possible
accuracy.

Selecting componentS
To make this cartridge perform at its
best, it’s important to give some thought
to the components you select for handloading. Start with the bullets and their
purpose. If it’s long-range competition,
consider bullets with a high ballistic
coefficient and the resulting ability to
maintain velocity at long ranges and
defeat the wind. But if hunting is your
goal, you’d better factor in terminal
performance of the bullet, as well. In
the 6.5 calibres, a bullet weight starting
at 140 grains is popular for both purposes. There are several companies that
produce such bullets, and you need to
determine which one will work in your
particular rifle.
As an example, consider the 142-grain
Sierra MatchKing, which has a ballistic coefficient (BC) of .581 at lower
velocities and .626 near the muzzle. To
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compare, a 140-grain GameKing hunting bullet has a BC from .480 to .495.
The MatchKing has a very small hollow
point, so doesn’t expand reliably and
Sierra does not recommend it for hunting. The GameKing, on the other hand,
is a soft point and designed to expand
and penetrate. It’s the better hunting
bullet even though its BC is much lower
and will drop faster. Like every other
calibre, there is a good selection of bullets, so there is no excuse for using the
wrong one for your purposes. Just put
a little time into research and shooting,
and the 6.5 CM won’t disappoint.
Another important part of the puzzle
is the cartridge case. It has to be consistent in every respect in order to produce
accurate ammunition. The primer
pocket and flash holes must be uniform.
If not, you will get a different amount of
flame from the primer. For most hunting uses it won’t matter, but if you are
competing at 1,000 yards, even a small
variation may make a difference. The

6.5 CReedmooR
A versAtile cArtridge thAt’s eAsy to hAndloAd
weight and length of the cases must be
the same, and the neck should have the
same thickness around its circumference. All of these are minor, but again,
at 1,000 yards it will make enough of a
difference to determine a hit or a miss.
Most of my shooting with this calibre
has so far been with Starline brass. I
have always found it consistent and
little work is necessary for top-notch
accuracy. They even offer 6.5 CM brass
with small and large primer pockets.
I’ve also used a small amount of Kinetic
brass and it was also consistent. Kinetic
is a new company and their selection is
limited, but I have used their 308 and
6.5 brass and found it be a good-quality
product. Without a doubt, there are
other quality brands available too.
Fortunately, handloaders have never
had a better selection of powders than
what’s available today. Since each rifle
is different, I can’t say which one will
work best in yours, but a medium to
medium-slow powder should give

top velocity at a safe level, with a low
standard deviation. Consistent velocity
has a better chance to produce those
super tight groups at long range. At
closer ranges, it’s not as critical, but at
long range you’ll see increased vertical
dispersion if your velocity varies too
much.
Primers are the last component, and
although they might seem to be a minor
item, they can definitely affect your
grouping. You may want to try several
brands and types, with experimentation
being the only way to see which brand
works best in your rifle.

ASSembling the componentS
For my handloading, I started with
Starline brass loaded with two types
of powder: IMR-4451 and Hodgdon’s
H-4350. Both these powders are in the
right burn rate to get maximum performance and accuracy from the 6.5 CM.
Bullets included offerings by Hornady,
Barnes, Remington and Sierra.

By BoB Shell

I weighed each charge to keep everything as consistent as possible, measuring velocity of 10 shots for each load.
As you can see in the accompanying
table, the H-4350 was a bit faster in my
testing. It shows why each rifle has be
dealt with as an individual. Later, as
time permits, different powders will be
tried. However, I did obtain some good
groups with several bullets used during
this initial trial.
So, if these were my available bullets, and either hunting or competition
shooting my objective, I would select
the most accurate bullet and adjust
the load to the safe maximum. Reloading manuals are your best friend for
this and their maximums shouldn’t be
exceeded. After that, adjusting seating
depth could be done to fine tune the
load further. Then, based on the BC
and velocity, trajectory can be determined. Sierra’s Infinity program is a
good one to calculate those numbers.
It’s something any serious long-range
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The author was able to squeeze some
excellent accuracy from the Ruger
American Predator he handloaded for.

Match-quality dies, like these by Hornady,
will wring the most accuracy from any rifle.
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load

bullet

Velocity

comment

41 grains IMR-4451

140-grain Barnes match

2,467

Consistent

41 grains IMR-4451

140-grain Hornady SST

2,461

Very inconsistent

41 grains IMR-4451

140-grain Sierra SP

2,463

Consistent

41 grains IMR-4451

140-grain Remington

2,467

Fairly consistent

41 grains H-4350

140-grain Barnes match

2,574

Inconsistent

41 grains H-4350

140-grain Hornady SST

2,636

Consistent

41 grains H-4350

140-grain Sierra SP

2,609

Consistent

41 grains H-4350

140-grain Remington

2,608

Inconsistent

41 grains H-4350

142-grain Sierra

2,562

Inconsistent

41 grains IMR-4451

142-grain Sierra

2,538

Inconsistent

shooter must do to get familiar with
the performance of the bullets they are
contemplating on using.
(See Chart Above)
Keep in mind that the small things are
more important in match ammunition
than in hunting fodder. When I make
hunting ammunition, I generally use
once-fired cases, trim if needed and
load from there. If it is a load that I am
familiar with, I check to make sure that
the rifle is sighted in for the expected
range. The only other thing I do is

chamber each round to make sure they
all feed smoothly. That ammunition
will put three shots in an inch or so at
100 yards, which is plenty good enough
for most hunting. I don’t see a need to
make precision ammunition for a rifle
that isn’t accurate enough to utilize it.
Whether you use the 6.5 Creedmoor
for hunting or competition, you really
can’t go wrong. It’s well suited in both
roles. Just be sure to select the right
components, follow the recommendations found in reloading manuals and

craft your ammunition carefully.

References
Rifles: www.ruger.com
Bullets: www.sierra.com,
www.bergerbullets.com,
www.barnesbullets.com,
www.hornady.com
Brass: www.starlinebrass.com

The handloader has a wide
variety of bullet styles available
for the 6.5 Creedmoor.
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review

Tesro PA10-2
signum
A GermAn-CAnAdiAn love story

I

n May 2005, I was coaching the
Canadian National Pistol Team at
the ISSF Munich World Cup. This is
always a great event because the facilities are excellent and everyone wants
to perform at their best. In a sense, it
is the Wimbledon of the international
pistol shooting world, not unlike Bisley
for rifle. It is a must-attend competition
for Olympic shooters. In addition to this
draw, most of the European competition
arms manufacturers are onsite, displaying their latest and greatest rifles,
pistols and shotguns.
Asmir, one of the Canadian rifle
shooters, walked up to me and asked
me to come with him to the Tesro booth.
At the time, Tesro was a relatively new
brand, started by a former Walther
engineer in 2001. They were offering a
new line of smallbore rifles and pistols,
as well as airguns. I had wandered past
their booth previously, but I certainly
wasn't above checking out their guns
again. While at the booth, two things
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By Patrick Haynes

became readily apparent. First, their
air pistols fit my hand better than any
other pistol had before. Second, as great
as these firearms were, Asmir was far
more interested in Miriam, who was
demonstrating the firearms that day.
We quickly learned that she is part of
the family-run business, a great person
and extremely knowledgeable about
firearms.

Tesro’s PA10 line
Recently, I was loaned the premier variant of Tesro's PA10 air pistol line: the
PA10-2 Signum. Currently, it retails for
$2,199 CDN. Tesro sells the PA10-2 Basic
and PA10-2 Pro Match for $1,799 and
$2,099, respectively. It comes in a sturdy,
lockable case with all the tools needed
to adjust and maintain the pistol. It felt
as good in my hands now as the earlier
variants did back in 2005.
The Signum has all the features you'd
expect from a .177 calibre Olympic-class
airgun. The pistol's technical specifi-
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cations conform to the International
Sport Shooting Federation (ISSF) rules,
which allows shooters to demonstrate
their skills on a level playing field. Any
advantages gained come from quality
design and engineering, which ensures
optimal performance and consistency.
Tesro delivers on these goals and the
Signum has all the allowable bells and
whistles.
Picking up the pistol, my first impression was that it was heavier than
my current air pistol, a Morini 162-EI
(electronic trigger). As it turns out,
the weight difference was within a
few grams. The difference is that the
Signum's air cylinder weighs about 70
grams more than the Morini's. Conversely, the Morini grip assembly is
beefier than the Signum. As a result,
the balance between the two is different, with the Signum being more
muzzle heavy. Some may prefer that,
as a front-heavy pistol dampens errors
in triggering. The Signum also pro-

vides additional barrel weights for this
purpose. As the balance moves away
from the grip towards the muzzle, the
shooter will need to exert more control
through the wrist to achieve a steady
hold. This is an important consideration
for smaller shooters, who may experience a bit of fatigue over the course of
a 60-shot precision match. During my
range time, the Signum felt very steady
in my hand.

GriP
Further, the grip allows the pistol frame

to be swivelled in three directions,
changing where the pistol points when
you extend your arm. The muzzle can
be effectively raised or lowered, as well
as moved to the left or right without
changing the shooter's grip. Instead of
the shooter adapting how to hold and
aim the pistol, the Signum adapts to
your grip, posture and natural point of
aim. As well, the adjustable palm shelf
can be raised or lowered to grip your
hand between the shelf and the grip
backstrap. The grip holds you, as you
hold the grip, making it steadier overall.

Tesro supplies different sizes of wooden
grips, for both left and right-handed
shooters, which can be anatomically
modified with grip compound. In my
case, the medium right-hand was perfect right out of the box.

siGhTs
Shooters can tailor their Signum sight
pictures to suit their preferences.
Two front posts measuring four
millimetres and 4.5 millimetres wide
are supplied, which can be attached to
one of three points on the barrel. This
The Signum comes in a
sturdy, lockable case with all
the tools needed to adjust
and maintain the pistol.
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Instead of the shooter
adapting how to hold and
aim the pistol, the Signum
adapts to your grip, posture
and natural point of aim.

allows customization of how wide
the front post appears. Additionally,
the width of the rear aperture can be
increased or decreased with the turn
of a screw, from three millimetres to
5.5 millimetres. The shooter can vary
the width of the light bars around the
front post. Additionally, adjusting the
aperture width can increase the clarity
of the sights, responding to the range
lighting differences. The rear sight
has fine adjustment controls, with
each click moving the pellet's point of
impact 1.2 millimetres at the regulation
target distance of 10 metres, for both
windage and elevation. This sight
package responds to the needs of a
precision shooter.

The TriGGer

The trigger mechanism of
this pistol has a two-stage
trigger with six available
adjustments.

The Signum's trigger deserves a lot of
attention. First off, there is a mechanical dry fire switch. This allows the
shooter to switch from live fire (expels
air upon trigger activation) to dry fire
(no air released) and back with the
push of a button. If you are a competitive shooter, you need to spend a lot of
time perfecting your trigger release in
training. Expelling air can mask tiny
errors in your release, so dry firing
helps you identify potential issues. Additionally, during match preparation
and mid-match, you want to activate
the trigger without getting a penalty
for discharging air. Tesro's dry fire
switch guarantees that you won't expel
air unless you intend to shoot.
The trigger mechanism itself has a
two-stage trigger with six available
adjustments. Most importantly, you
can adjust trigger weight and travel on
both stages. According to ISSF rules,
an air pistol trigger pull must not be
less than 500 grams total. A two-stage
trigger allows you to pull up some
of that weight on the first stage, then
hold and take up the rest of the weight
through the second stage. Most shooters like to have more weight on the
first stage, and less on the second. This
gives them the impression of a lighter
trigger pull than the actual total 500+
grams upon release. As well, Tesro
incorporates a hand-sharpened sear,
which produces an incredibly smooth
break. For years, I've said that my
Morini had the best trigger on the market. I think that Tesro is now competing
for that title.
The only drawback that I saw in the
trigger was while positioning the trigger
shoe. The Signum's shoe can be moved
forwards and backwards, as well as
rotated left or right. Shooters should

ensure that their finger pad is perpendicular to the trigger shoe when the
trigger breaks.You want to apply trigger
pressure directly rearwards through
the pull, but critically, at the break. The
trigger mount sits between the grip and
the shoe (as opposed to above the shoe,
down from the frame). This mount is
rather thick, which effectively reduces
the ability to move the trigger shoe
backwards. Eventually, I was able to set a
good trigger position by moving it to its
most rearward position without having
to reach for the trigger. If I had a shorter
index trigger, I may not have been able
to get a proper setup, without modifying
the grip. It was a minor issue for me, but
it may be problematic for others.
The barrel has two gas-release holes
which reduce perceived muzzle flip.
Yes, it occurs ever so slightly with air
pistols! Additionally, the pistol has
a compensator with a stainless-steel
diffuser, which vents air away from
the pellet after it exits the barrel. Both
combine to create a very consistent
and accurate shot delivery.

shooTinG PerformAnce
I shot the Signum at the legacy range
from the 2015 Pan Am Games in Cookstown, Ont. The lighting is great and
the targets are electronic, which provide instantaneous scoring and shot
placement information. The pistol felt
great. With the weight being forward,
it felt somewhat like a standard .22 LR
pistol. Once aimed, the pistol seemed
to steady itself and hold in position.
The sights were set for a centre-ofmass hold and I quickly set it up for
my preference: sub-6. In no time at all,
I was holding the nine ring when I did
things right. When I flubbed a shot, I
knew it before I looked at the target
display. Unfortunately, the Signum will
not fix all of my mistakes!
Now the worst part: when I switched
back to my Morini, I noticed that my
hold wasn't as steady and it was harder
to get the same smooth release as with
the Tesro. I may need to buy a Signum
for myself.
So, what about our German-Canadian
love story? Twelve years later, after relocating to Canada, a wedding and two
children, Miriam and Asmir are going
strong. They are selling their family's
firearms designed and built in Germany. Tesro Canada offers a full line of air
pistols, air rifles and smallbore rifles,
as well as a full line of accessories for
competition shooters of all levels and
abilities. They can be reached via their
website: www.tesro.ca.
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One

KilOmetre

– Out Of the BOx
Shooting factory guns and ammunition at 1,000 metres
By AL VOTH

O

ne of the things a career in forensic
firearms work has taught me is
that the guns and ammunition being
made today are much better than what
was available a decade or two ago.
Under a microscope, it’s easy to see that
barrels are smoother, and firing pins
and breechfaces have fewer defects. Run
quality ammunition through these rifles
and it’s not uncommon to see extremely
uniform velocities with excellent accuracy. Add a top-notch scope as the
third element in this equation and the
performance of out-of-the-box factory
guns can be amazing.

The challenge
For some time, I’ve been thinking of
doing a project to highlight the improvements I’ve witnessed. However, I
just never got around to collecting the
gear. That changed when a nearby gun
club opened a new shooting range, with
the capability to shoot targets out to
1,600 metres. For those stuck in imperial
measurements, 1,606 metres is one mile.
For a rifle shooter, that, as they say in the
hills, “…is a right fur piece.”
This club has several rifle ranges on
its property, with their new long range
starting at 300 metres. A target array
is set up every 100 metres from there
onward, until, as you’d expect, the
targets are hard to see with the naked
eye. Many of the targets are steel, and
this kicked up the idea of using outof-the-box factory guns, ammunition
and scopes to see how far away I could
consistently ring that steel.
I immediately rejected the idea of
trying for the one-mile targets, because
I know I’m not good enough at read-

ing environmental conditions to hit
anything consistently at that range. I’ve
hit one-mile-distant targets in the past,
but I suspect it was more luck than good
skills. Maybe, if I frequent this range
regularly for the next few years, that’ll
change, but it’s certainly the case now.
Therefore, I determined to set my
maximum range goal at one kilometre
(1,000 metres or 1,093.6 yards). The steel
targets vary in size, but many have a
consistent square size of 40 centimetres
(15.75 inches). I developed a plan to
work those over, seeing how far away I
could hit that size target with three consecutive shots. I wasn’t confident I could
make it all the way to one kilometre,
because at that distance a target this size
requires less than 1.4 minute-of-angle
(MOA) accuracy.

The gear
Collecting the guns, ammunition and
scopes to run this test turned up three
different rifles, in two chamberings, with
three appropriate scopes. Here’s the list
– and remember everything is as it came
out of the box. With no tweaking and
no tuning, these guns came out of their
boxes, the scopes were mounted, and
they went to the range.
Rifle #1 is a Ruger Precision rifle
chambered in 308 Win. With its heavy
barrel, adjustable stock, excellent trigger
and chassis system, this rifle is built
for long-distance shooting. I know it’s
popular with folks shooting in Precision
Rifle Series-type competitions, where
the targets typically are sized around
two MOA, at varying ranges, including
the 1,000 metres I was going to try for. I
figured if any factory gun could give me

three consecutive hits at one kilometre,
this should be it. Especially considering
the scope which found its way onto this
rifle, a Leupold VX-3i LRP, 6.5-20x50mm,
with their TMR reticle and turrets graduated in mils. Checking a few websites
revealed this combo, with a decent set of
rings, costs almost $3,500 Canadian.
With rifle #2, I moved away from
specialized long-distance guns and into
the realm of hunting rifles, unboxing
a Kimber Hunter. Also chambered in
308 Win., this Kimber is the opposite
of everything the Ruger Precision is.
For starters, it only weighs 5.5 pounds
compared to the Ruger’s 10 pounds.
With a minimally-sized action, a trim
stock and a slender barrel, this is a rifle
built for carrying, not shooting at long
distance. In the hands of a real hunter,
this rifle would probably be scoped with
something like a Leupold Ultralight.
But the goal is to see if this rifle can hit
at long distance, so a Leupold VX-5HD,
3-15x44mm, was installed. To help with
the long-distance chores, this scope has
Leupold’s CDS-ZL2 dial system. It allows a shooter to dial for range through
two full rotations of the elevation turret.
A button keeps the turret from moving
accidentally and keeps track of which
rotation you’re on. I figured this for a
500-metre gun, even though the package
would retail for about $2,500.
Last out of the box was another Ruger.
In this case, the Predator version of their
low-priced rifle, the Ruger American. This one came chambered in 6.5
Creedmoor and has the features you’d
expect of a value-priced hunting rifle,
including an injection-molded polymer
stock. Nothing fancy here, as the $640
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The Kimber Hunter is
5.5-pound rifle with a
sub-MOA guarantee.
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The Ruger Precision rifle is
purpose built for long-range
shooting, making onekilometre shots seem easy.

price tag suggests. To handle the sighting chores, a Leupold VX3i 4.5-14x50mm
was installed. Retailing around $850, this
scope comes with Leupold’s Wind-Plex
reticle and a basic CDS dial. Which, Leupold engraved for this project with the
ballistic data/distances for the ammunition being used – in this case, Hornady’s
Precision Hunter 6.5 Creedmoor, loaded
with 143-grain ELD-X bullets.
The pair of .308s were also fed Hornady ammunition from their Precision
Hunter line. Specifically, 178-grain ELDX ammunition. We did some shooting
with a LabRadar chronograph set up
beside the gun, and came up with 2,590
feet per second as an average velocity. The extreme spread for the string
of shots was 21 feet per second, with a
standard deviation of 10.

The shooTing
As you’d expect, the shooting started
with zeroing all three rifles. A couple of
friends helped with this, setting all three
guns up with a 100-metre zero. Then,
before hitting the 1,000-metre range,
ballistic programs were run using Hornady’s web-based ballistic calculator.
Since this range starts at 300 metres,
that was our first stop. The Ruger Precision got the pole position and four shots
put bullets where they needed to be.
We moved on, taking this rifle out to 500
yards before the barrel got hot enough
that we decided to set it on the rack to
cool. The Kimber Hunter replaced it,
and with its light barrel, it was clearly

going to heat up quickly. It took a few
shots to find the target at 300, and a few
more at 400, then it too was racked.
The Ruger Predator came up next and
with its pre-calculated and engraved
CDS dial, I was curious to see how it
would perform. After dialing to the “3”
mark on the elevation turret, the rifle’s
first shot rang a 12-inch gong at 300 metres. “Too easy,” I thought and dialed to
400 metres. A single shot set that gong
swinging as well. I repeated the one
shot, one hit pattern at 500 metres and
then dialed for 600 metres. I fired the
shot and seconds later my spotter called
the hit. At that point, the single-rotation
CDS dial ran out of room and the easy
part was over. But four shots had just
given me four hits at 300, 400, 500 and
600 metres. For that to happen, the rifle,
ammunition and scope all need to be
working together as a complete system.
It was obviously happening here, and
from a $1600 package, at that.
The barrel on the Ruger Predator was
barely warm, so we loosened a couple
of screws on the elevation turret and
slipped the CDS dial past its stop. That
allowed us to keep dialing higher, but
we had to count clicks to do it. We
stopped at 700 metres for barrel cooling and went back to the other rifles.
Alternating as needed, we worked out
our trajectory on all three guns to 800
metres. The Kimber Hunter being the
biggest challenge, simply because we
limited ourselves to five shots before
setting it aside to cool. But all three
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Three consecutive hits on a
40-centimetre steel target
at 1,000 metres with a $640
Ruger American Predator.

rifles were shooting well, so we skipped 900
metres and jumped to 1,000.
Again, the Ruger Precision was up first,
and it rang one-kilometre steel with ease.
Three hits in a row was a cinch. The Kimber
was still cooling, so the Ruger Predator
came up next. It’s 6.5mm bullet made the
trip, and we quickly got the elevation right.
But the breeze started doing funny things
and it took a few more shots to figure that
out. Then it all came together. My spotter called a hit, and I took two more quick
shots before conditions changed. Both rang
steel. That gave us three consecutive hits
with two rifles, leaving just the Kimber.
I never thought I’d even get to try the
1,000-metre targets with the Kimber, but I
had the 800 metre ones in the bag, so why
not? I dialed up on the VX-5, but quickly
ran into a travel limiter built into its dualrotation dial. So, we slipped this turret too,
and coaxed a few more minutes out of the
scope. A couple of shots quickly revealed it
wasn’t enough to get that slow .30-calibre
bullet to a kilometre. Not willing to give
up, I started holding high over the target,
guestimating what was needed to get the
hits. When I figured I had the solution, I set
the rifle aside to cool, wanting to make my
formal attempt from a cold barrel.
We played a bit with the other rifles and
when the Kimber was ready, I sent a bullet
downrange. My spotter called a hit, and
optimism started to creep in. But my next
shot was a miss. This had to be consecutive.
So, I had a little talk with myself, and tried
again. One hit, two hits, and then a third.
Done!

conclusions
So, with out-of-the-box guns, factory ammunition and good scopes, I put three
consecutive hits on a 15.75-inch steel plate
at one kilometre. What does it mean?
With the Ruger Precision and Leupold
LRP scope, getting the hits was almost easy,
which is how it should be. There weren’t
any surprises with this combination, just
solid long-range performance. The Ruger
Predator pulled off the same hits and did
it for a package price less than half of the
Precision. It’s a value-priced hunting rifle,
after all. And with four consecutive hits on
12-inch gongs from 300 to 600 metres, it
certainly highlighted how well the Leupold
CDS system can work when ammunition
and turret data are matched. Additionally,
the Kimber Hunter demonstrated what a
lightweight hunting rifle can do, even when
the shooter has to hold over the target a
couple of metres.
As a whole, I think the project certainly
highlights the quality of today’s shooting
gear, showing that the weak link in getting
hits is shooters like me pulling the trigger.
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Range
OfficeR

On the line at a commercial shooting range
By Josh Judson

O

ne of the more unique jobs in
Canada is working as a range
officer at a commercial shooting range.
Until recently, that was my job at the
Wild West Shooting Centre in Edmonton, Alta. The job included overseeing
the operation of the shooting range,
including maintenance, safety and
firearms education, with a few firearm
sales thrown in. I found it to be an eyeopening and rewarding experience.

Starting out
At the time, I was between careers
(thanks to the current economy) and
found myself looking for a job to help
pay for going back to school. I’ve been
interested in firearms from a young
age, and having been lucky enough to
be trained by some experts in different
fields, and gaining a lot of experience
with different firearms and their uses,
I thought I might be a good fit behind
a firearms counter. I subsequently applied to several local sporting goods
outlets, including the Wild West Shooting Centre. I was quickly interviewed
and hired at Wild West, and to my surprise started training as a range officer.
I had always enjoyed teaching newcomers about the shooting sports, and this
promised to be a rewarding experience.

DutieS
The Wild West Shooting Centre is situated in the West Edmonton Mall, and is
one of the only public shooting ranges
in a mall in the world. This creates a
unique environment, where individuals
and groups can come into the store and
rent firearms to shoot under the supervision of qualified range officers.
Individuals that come in are given a
safety briefing on the operation of the
firearm they are shooting, safety rules
and firearm handling techniques. Once
this is over and the range officer feels

the customer has a good understanding of the material, they are permitted
to load their firearm and start firing
at a target while under supervision.
However, I would soon learn that my
job wouldn’t be that simple.
After my probationary period, and
once I had a few weeks of experience,
I found myself promoted to range
supervisor. Now I had to oversee safety,
range maintenance and range officer
duties, as well as work the front counter
with sales. Of these, I can tell you, range
maintenance is no easy task. There
are stringent guidelines set out by the
CFO that need to be adhered to. These
included a backstop requiring constant
maintenance, as well as the repair of
target systems, which are occasionally
struck by errant bullets. Sometimes, it
was a daunting job.
However, I found the most interesting and gratifying aspect of the job
was working with new shooters. It was
rewarding to have an individual come
in who was scared of firearms (often
peer pressured into coming in by family,
friends or their spouse) and leave feeling
safe, confident and happy with the overall improvement of their shooting ability.
Lots of amusing scenarios came about,
such as rivalry between competitive
friends, families shooting together and
couples on a date. I have to say that my
favourite situation was when a couple
would come in, and the lady would do
much better than the man. Believe it or
not, this was a common occurrence, and
it never got old. As men, we tend to be
a tad stubborn and ignore advice and
constructive criticism when offered to
us, even by an expert. Even I am guilty
of this, and I suspect it must be in our
genes. Women, however, seem to be
more open to instruction and willing to
adapt to improve. This led to the women
almost always shooting better than the
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Comprehensive
instruction
on firearms
operation
and safety is
important prior
to a new shooter
moving onto
a range and
shooting.

men. Sometimes group sizes that even
I would be proud of would come from
a first-time female shooter. Their male
counterpart would improve very little,
if at all, with the same training. This was
easily noticeable when working the front
counter and seeing a lady exit the range
gleaming with excitement, while the
man would just look plain embarrassed,
as if someone had just pulled his pants
down in front of a crowd. I lived for
these moments. Many individuals who
were once apprehensive about firearms
embraced them and wanted to join the
shooting sports when they left.
We also worked regularly with individuals active in police work or training,
as well as the military. It was always
great working with some of the finest people Canada has to offer. Some
would ask us for pointers or instruction,
and we would jump at the opportunity
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to help.
As a group of hobbyists and competitive shooters, range officers routinely
find new ways to perfect their skill
and help others improve. Whether it’s
discussing different aspects of firearms
and accessories, or diagnosing problems with shooting technique, both parties found it rewarding to work together
to take skills to a new level. We even
had individuals who were shooting simply to get over their PTSD, and it was
a pleasure to give them a comfortable
and safe space to shoot, to help them
work through their problems.

Safety firSt
The safety aspect at a range that is
so open to the public is obviously
paramount. Range officers are given
intensive on-site training on how to
respond to different situations, and
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prevent potentially dangerous situations before they occur. I came to learn
that pre-emptive intervention based on
body language analysis and situational
awareness was paramount to safety
with some shooters. It’s important to
understand that when someone new
to firearms comes into an active firing
range, they may be so full of adrenaline
they may not to absorb a safety brief
entirely, and therefore make safety
mistakes. This is where the range officer comes into the picture. These
safety mistakes are mitigated by range
officers who react quickly to control a
potentially dangerous situation before
it occurs, then educating the person
to clarify firearm operation and safety
procedures.
In extreme situations they give warnings, or ask the individual to leave. But
we are never more than an arm's reach

An example of
the gear a range
officer would wear
on a daily basis.

away from the firearm an individual is
using, and simply use body mechanics
to control the shooter and their firearm
if we feel they may be beginning to act
in an unsafe manner. While it is a rare
occurrence that range officers need
to intervene, it does happen. Anyone
exhibiting unsafe behaviour after being
warned is asked to leave immediately.
This proactive approach to firearms
safety is paramount when dealing with
inexperienced shooters, and is why the
shooting range is so safe.
The safety of the firing range comes
down to the range officers who run
it, and the supervisors who oversee
them. But it can all be done firmly and
politely. Few people have the right combination of qualities. Luckily, we had
the A-Team at Wild West, with some of
the best and most experienced range officers in the country, hands down.

the right Stuff
If you think you are up to the task of
becoming a range officer, you should
evaluate yourself for the qualities I consider important. First and foremost, the
individual needs to be comfortable and
familiar with operating many different
types of firearms. If you can't understand the basic safety and function of
the firearms, you have no place on the
range. I, personally, look for someone
with a sense of humility, as well. My
least favourite quality in a range officer
is "the cock of the roost" type, who
flaunts their authority, knowledge and
abilities. A recent experience comes to
mind. I was at a range/retailer to pick
up a firearm I had purchased online,
and while inspecting the firearm I was
threatened by a range officer who was
behind the counter.
"Here it is, but don't even think about

pointing that thing near me, or you will
suffer the consequences," he said. I
would have fired the man on the spot if
he had worked at Wild West.
The job of a range officer is no simple
task, and involves skill, patience, people
skills, knowledge and a passion for the
shooting sports. It was amazing how
quickly individuals would warm up to the
shooting sports with the proper instruction from a good range officer. Many individuals get a picture of what the shooting
community is like from television, only to
see that real life is worlds away from what
they initially thought the shooting sports
were like. It is on the range where our
battle for our right to own firearms will be
won. By teaching the general public about
firearms with practical hands-on experience, we teach them that firearms are not
to be feared, but to be embraced for fun,
security and liberty.
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Cannons are aimed
using a post front and
a peep rear sight.

Big

guns
Competing with cannons
By Tyson sommerville

E

very family has strange traditions.
One of my family's particularly
odd ones is attending an annual cannon
shoot. I’ve attended a few times over the
years and have watched my step-dad's
cannon do a lot of shooting. He's had it
for about as long as I've been alive and
definitely as long as I can remember.
My step-dad and his friend, Germain,
who run the cannon together, are usually the youngest guys there by about 25
years. So, naturally there's a wealth of
knowledge at the shoot, but there's also
something about old black powder guys

that makes them fun to hang around
with. Maybe its the sense of humour required to use a dirty, smoking, outdated
method of propulsion, or maybe there's
just some chemicals in the smoke that
cross your wires. Either way, if you ever
get a chance to spend time with a group
of old black powder shooters, do it –
you'll know exactly what I mean.
This year one of the old guard of the
group wasn’t able to attend, and this
created a problem as running a cannon
alone is a lot of work. Doing it with two
people still constitutes a good workout,

if you ask me. At any rate, my parents
did what any parent would do: they
volunteered a child as free labour to a
cannoneer (a statement which probably hasn't been relatable for over 100
years). And since I’m always interested
in learning about things that go boom, I
was on board immediately.

Shooting cannonS
This year, the cannon shoot was in
Athabasca, Alta. I arrived Saturday
morning and was introduced to Dan.
He turned out to be an older fellow
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Smoke and flame are part
of what makes cannon
shooting such fun.

dressed pretty much how you'd expect
a seasoned cannon shooter to look: blue
jeans, a western shirt, suspenders, cowboy boots and a hat that has seen more
miles than I have. We hit it off immediately, and he gave me the once over on
how to shoot a cannon. It goes like this:
1. Make sure no one is down range.
2. Unscrew the breech and load a
greased lead slug, tapping it in until
flush.
3. Pour black powder into the breech,
place wadding on top and insert a
fuse.
4. Screw the breech into the back of
the cannon, tighten securely.
5. Aim the cannon at a target, using
the peep and post sights.
6. Announce to the line that you are
ready. For example, "Ready on
two!"
7. Once all cannons are ready, fire
in turn. "Firing on two!" Light the
fuse, announce, "Fire in the hole!"
Then watch your target and hope
for a hit.
8. Once everyone has fired, the breech
is unscrewed and a wet rag is
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pushed down the barrel to clean it
and make sure there's no smoldering black powder or wadding that
could set off the next load of powder. A dry rag follows.
9. Clean breech threads with a wire
brush.
10. Push cannon forward, back to the
line.
11. Back to step 1.

the junk Shoot
Our first shoot of the day was at metal
pipe at about 100 yards. We loaded up
and aimed the cannon. Dan said that his
gun usually shoots a bit to the right, so
aim a touch left. I sighted us in and he
bent down for a final inspection. “Looks
good,” he said, and we were ready. Dan
handed me the torch and I fired up the
fuse, hoping for the best. The cannon
let out a crack and through the smoke
I saw the target do a back-flip. We hit it
a little low of centre. I could tell it was
going to be a fantastic day. We had two
more shots at the piece of pipe "where
it lays" and hit it once more.
The next event was stumps, three
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shots at the same distance. Hit the
stump and then try and hit the largest
piece left. Our first shot split the stump
and the second one cracked what was
left. We missed the third. This part of
the event was referred to as "the junk
shoot," so it was pretty free and easy,
with the rules made up as we went.
The next target was an old fire alarm
bell on a stake, about four-feet tall. It
was decided that scoring would be
three points for hitting the bell, one for
hitting the post and two for cutting the
post. Our first shot rang the bell and
sent it sailing 40 yards down range. Our
following two shots scared the post, but
never connected.
My favourite event was something
new this year called The Post. Each cannon would take a turn shooting at the
same post – one point for a hit and two
points for cutting the post down. Cutting it down would also signal the end of
the round. With seven cannons, we did
three rounds. Several of the teams hit it
and gave it a good wobble. Kindling flew
off, but it just didn't want to go down,
until Dan and I managed to bull it over

Seeing the bullet
holes on your target
isn’t a problem if your
“gun” is big enough.
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with a shot that may have been more
luck than skill. A lunch break followed,
and since my mom is the reigning
champion of cannon shoot food, it’s the
one of the highlights of the event.

official eventS

MortarS
Up next were the mortars. This event
was named after a man who was so
dedicated to the cannon community
that last year we spread his ashes via a
mortar. We also hung a picture of him at
the firing line so he could watch.
The mortars are loaded and operated
in a similar fashion to cannons, though
most people fill them from the top instead of having a removable breech. For
shot, some people use lead with a bit
of a tail on it to help stabilize it. Some
people, like Dan, use cement-filled
beer cans. Others use hockey pucks
held together with an eye bolt, which
has a rope attached to it. They all have
their pros and cons. The pucks tend to
bounce more, which can sometimes
help you get closer to target, or move
you away from it, whereas the lead and
cement cans are more authoritative in
their landing. Lead seems to get the
least push from wind, and beer cans full
of cement are typically the cheapest to
make. I like the pucks, as they are the
easiest to make and least expensive. The
goal when shooting a mortar is to get as
close as possible to an object, typically
a tire laid down at about 75 yards, and
bounces count.
Mortars are always a good time because it’s mostly guess work and something funny always happens. Someone

puts a half load and throws their shot
four feet or doubles the load and loses
their shot past the end of the 200-yard
berm. This year was no exception and
Dan and I lost a can into the trees. I
couldn't find it, but I did find a different
brand of beer can full of cement that
someone had lost the previous year,
so we came with six cans and left with
six cans, who cares if they weren't the
same. We didn’t do particularly well in
this event, but it was still fun.

Wrapping up
After the mortars, it was all over. Everyone pitched in and we packed our
gear onto trailers and trucks. We then
had some lunch, and after we were
squared away we met in the club house
for the final scores and trophies. To my
surprise, I was awarded "Good Effort,"
more as a thank you for all my running
around up and down range and helping everyone load up. It’s usually the
award given to newcomers so I got it by
default, but I was still happy to accept
it. Then, when they started doing the
top three overall, I got excited, thinking Dan and I may have squeaked into
third place. We were shooting well all
weekend and I was half keeping an eye
on the competition and I knew we were
in the top half or so. Third place was announced and it wasn't us, ditto for second place. When they announced first
place my hat nearly flew off. Dan and
I had somehow accumulated enough
points in the junk shoots and kept up
well enough in the other events to pull
off first. Dan and I shook hands and
celebrated our success. As we packed
up and headed out, I shook Dan's hand
again and thanked him for the cannon
education. He thanked me for the help.
Just before leaving I asked, "Do it again
next year?"
"Yep," was his reply. I'm already looking forward to it. On the way home, it
occurred to me that I have a trophy for
winning a cannon shoot, and I don’t
even own a cannon – yet.

Pixabay

After lunch, we went back for the official shoots. There were two, with one
shooting at individual targets at 100
yards, and points awarded depending
on proximity to the bullseye. This shoot
was called the Roger Cadeaux Memorial in reference to a member who had
passed away. The last event of the day
was everyone shooting, in turn, at a
large bullseye at 200 yards. This was,
again, a memorial shoot, named after
Mr. Andy Wood. We managed to connect, but we did not shine at this event,
either. I was still pretty pleased with the
results of the day.
After that we had supper, another staple of the event. By the end of the meal,
I was worried I would split open like
those stumps we shot. We then sat and
joked and told stories and just generally
enjoyed ourselves. Dan wandered over
and handed me a beer and we toasted
the day’s success.
The next morning, we were back out
with the cannons.
The first event was tires set perpendicular to the shooting line (so they could
roll toward or away from us) and we
had three shots to see who could get the
most distance. After each shot we could
go stand our tires back up. Our tire only
rolled a few feet but, to our right, at station three, they managed to push theirs
nearly 100 yards.
Next, and my second favourite shoot,
was water-filled washer jugs and
propane tanks. They were placed at
random between 80 and 120 yards.
There were seven cannons, so the jugs
and tanks were spray painted with
numbers so there were three with each
number on them, then we drew straws
to see what number we were shooting
at. Dan and I got number 5. What made

this fun for me was that because they
were randomly set out, some targets
were blocked by other people’s, so you
had to strategize a bit. Shooting a far
target first would reduce your chances
of someone else's target landing in your
way after it got shot, but it also, in our
case, meant that a slight miss would
mean hitting a competitor’s target and
giving them a free point. We opted to
work front to back in the hopes that
people would knock their targets out
of way. As luck would have it, we went
three for three on our washer jugs. It’s
a great feeling to see those jugs explode
when that much lead slams into them.
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The hunTer & BiaThlon
By Jeff Helsdon

W

hen Canadians tune in to the
Winter Olympics in the next
couple of months, gun enthusiasts
are likely to pay more attention to the
biathlon coverage than anything else.
The concept of cross-country skiing at
top speed and then shooting accurately

amazes me, and I think it has some
similarities to hunting. For instance,
my iPhone tells me I hiked 12 kilometres today during deer season, much
of that up and down gullies or cutting
through brush, and I could have to
shoot at any time. It’s not the same as

biathlon with up to 20 kilometres of
skiing, but it’s a good bet my heart was
racing faster than those of Olympic
athletes.
Next, consider that biathlon athletes
need to shoot the targets as fast as
possible, from both standing and prone
positions. Shooting fast is a requisite
skill for a hunter, as well.
Etienne Letondeur, BC’s provincial
biathlon coach and the coach at Whistler’s Olympic Park, agrees. He told me
one of the keys to shooting accurately
in these circumstances is getting used
to shooting with a fast heart rate. But
unlike hunters, biathlon competitors
know exactly when they will be shooting, so they try to slow down a minute
before shooting, and mentally prepare
to shoot.
“The goal is to be able to shoot with
muscular fatigue,” he said. “For us, the
mental aspect is also very important.
You have kind of a sequence you have
in your mind to hit the target. For hunters, if they know what to do at the right
moment they will also be successful.”
Follow-through is another key to
success. “Once you release the shot,
stay steady to help guide the bullet,”
Letondeur advised.
A couple of other techniques biathlon athletes practice are also useful for
hunters. Gun mounting is practiced
until it becomes automatic, and holding
the gun up and steady is also a daily
ritual. They also practice dry firing
every day to get used to the trigger pull.
“Trigger control is very important,”
Letondeur said.
Lastly, releasing the trigger at the
right time is crucial. “You have to learn
to manage your breathing cycles and
release the shot at the right time,”
Letondeur explained.
Anyone who wants to get a better
feeling for the biathlon experience can
try shooting the guns at the biathlon
range in Whistler Olympic Park. How
difficult can it be?
Joshua Wilke, an employee at Whistler Olympic Park, explained, “It’s easy
to hit them. But if you do 20 push-ups
first, it’s almost impossible. I’ve done 20
push-ups and tried to shoot standing
up and couldn’t hit the broad side of a
barn.”
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L egal C orner
Guy Lavergne, Attorney at Law

Authorizations To Transport & Mass Murderers

O

n Jan. 29, 2017, six people were
killed and five others were
wounded when a mass murderer
opened fire upon the assembled crowd
at the Quebec City Mosque. The only
suspect is a young French-Canadian
man named Alexandre Bissonnette.
He was a student at Laval University in
Quebec City.
Bissonnette was, at the time of those
events, the holder of a firearms licence
issued by the Quebec Chief Firearms
Officer, under the authority of the
Canadian Firearms Act. That licence
authorized him to possess restricted
firearms (RPAL). As a matter of fact, he
was also member of a Quebec Cityarea gun range, where he did engage in
target shooting from time to time.
According to the information
disclosed thus far by police and the
media, Bissonnette used a Glock
9mm pistol, as well as a CZ-858 rifle
to commit the murders. The former
is a restricted firearm and was most
certainly registered. To my knowledge,
the classification of the CZ rifle has not
been disclosed. It was either restricted
or non-restricted, depending on barrel
length.
As a gun club member, Bissonnette
was necessarily the holder of an
Authorization To Transport (ATT) to
move his restricted firearm(s) to and
from his gun club. Of course, such an
ATT does not allow its holder to go to
a mosque or other location to engage
in mass murder. It merely authorizes
the holder to transport his restricted
firearm to locations authorized by the
Firearms Act, as a general rule, or by
the Chief Firearms Officer in specific
instances.
When Bill C-42 was passed in the
spring of 2015, anti-gun activists
(which includes most MPs from the
Liberal Party of Canada) made a big
fuss about the fact that the ATT rules
had suddenly become more liberal
(no pun intended). Indeed, as a result
of Bill C-42, RPAL holders were no
longer required to apply for specific
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ATTs in certain limited instances, such
as taking a firearm to a gun show or
to a gunsmith. Of course, Bill C-42
makes no mention of mosques, drug
deals or mass murders. Yet, our current
federal government keeps repeating
that it plans on getting handguns
and assault rifles off the streets. The
general understanding is that it means
repealing some or all of the changes
enacted as a result of the passing of Bill
C-42. Of course, Bill C-42 has nothing
to do with gun crimes, and repealing
it will not alleviate crime or violence
in the least. But it will allow politicians
to say that they have done something
and their activist friends will gladly
applaud.

"The official justification for
ATTs is that they allow police
to control where RPAL holders
may take their restricted
firearms. "
Conversely, repealing Bill C-42 will
force RPAL holders to apply for specific
ATTs every time they wish to take
one of their guns to a gun show, to a
gunsmith or to an appraiser. They may
even be required to apply for specific
ATTs to participate in shooting events
at a club other than the one where they
are a member. Can someone please
explain to me how this will contribute
to taking handguns and assault rifles off
the streets?
The official justification for ATTs is
that they allow police to control where
RPAL holders may take their restricted
firearms. Of course, this reasoning only
applies if the gun owner is not already a
criminal and does not intend to use his
firearm for a criminal purpose.
Hence, Toronto street gang members
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and other thugs who shoot one another
over control of the illegal narcotics
business will be unaffected. The same
is true of mass murderers. Obviously, in
Bissonnette’s case, the ATT scheme did
not yield the desired effect. On the one
hand, I am quite sure that Bissonnette
did not obtain or even apply for an
ATT to go to the Quebec City mosque
prior to engaging in mass murder. On
the other hand, it stands to reason that
the refusal of an ATT would not have
deterred him from carrying out his
plan.
In October 2017, the final tally of
indictments against Bissonnette was
publicly disclosed. They include six
counts of first-degree murder and six
counts of attempted murder entailing
the use of a restricted firearm. What
surprised me is that Bissonnette was
not accused of being in possession of a
restricted firearm at an unauthorized
location.
Needless to say, if you or I were to
be caught in possession of a restricted
firearm at a place other than those
authorized by law, we would be
prosecuted, irrespective of the fact that
no actual “crime” was committed. As an
illustration, I recently asked a member
of the CFO’s office if I could detour a
few hundred metres on my way to my
gun club, in order to pick up a fellow
member who likes to carpool with me. I
was told that this was not authorized.
Yet, when a mass murderer does it for
the specific purpose of killing people,
it is apparently not a big deal, and does
not warrant an additional indictment.
I have a simple explanation for this
situation. The additional indictment
would have shed unwanted light
on how asinine our ATT and other
gun control rules really are; not to
mention the fact that they do nothing
to deter criminals from engaging in
actual criminal activities. That is most
definitely not the kind of information
that our governments want to be
conveyed by the media. It is a very
“inconvenient truth!”

P oint B lank
Chris McGarry

Firearms Licensing – Why It Can Never Work

I

Nathaniel Milljour, RightWingNation.ca

f there is a contentious debate among
gun owners, it’s the issue of licensing.
Those of us who are fighting tooth and
nail to fully decriminalize the private
ownership of firearms in Canada cringe
when we hear our fellow gunnies speak
of the advantages of the current PAL
system and why it is necessary. It’s a sad
state of affairs when the very people
who should be lobbying for their basic
fundamental rights have gladly accepted
a bureaucratic regime that could
turn them into a criminal for simply
forgetting to renew their licence.
It took many years and billions of
wasted taxpayer dollars to convince the
Canadian public that the mandatory
registration of sporting firearms was
both a waste of time and resources, with

no effect on crime rates which, by the
way, have been falling since the 1970s.
To give a case in point, in November,
a 65-year-old man in Abbotsford, BC,
stole a truck. When police arrived at the
scene, he opened fire, fatally killing a
veteran member of the Abbotsford Police
Service. The man, a native of Alberta,
had held a firearms licence until 2015,
when it expired. When the story hit the
news, the usual antigun faction of the
mainstream media pointed out that even
with mandatory licensing and safety
for firearms owners, it wasn’t enough
to prevent the tragic death of Constable
John Davidson and that this incident was
more justification to target the firearms
community with even stricter laws.
An expired PAL didn’t lead to this

murder, a lack of mental health
support services and a weak
criminal justice system did. I recall
reading a CBC article following
the shooting. An RCMP sergeant
who was being interviewed stated
that police don’t have the time
or resources to go after firearms
owners whose licences have
expired. So, in other words, these
potential ‘paper criminals’ are no
threat to public safety. As far as
I’m concerned, that is justification
enough to scrap firearms licensing.
The entire licensing system is
unfair, and in many ways doesn’t
respect the rule of law. When you
go to renew your licence, on the
form you are asked to check yes or
no if, in the past two years, you’ve
ended a significant relationship,
i.e. common law or married. If you
answer yes, your former spouse is
supposed to sign the form.
How, you may wonder, does this
have anything to do with public
safety? It doesn’t. Following
1989 Montreal Massacre, radical
feminists with a disarmament
agenda fought for these provisions
that would enable an ex-girlfriend
or wife to make it very difficult
for a man to get his licence
renewed, even if the man was
never convicted of any crime
in a court of law or subject to a
peace bond or restraining order.
Again, completely arbitrary and
prejudicial.
The major reason why politicians
are hesitant to do away with
licensing is that they believe there
is a false perception the public
supports licensing and would
punish whatever party in power
attempted to rescind this part of
the Firearms Act. In reality, there
is no huge public appetite for
firearms licensing any more than
there is for registration. What the
firearms community needs are
elected representatives who will
ignore the small minority of antis
and do what is right.
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T eam NFA
Megan Tandy

A Shot At The Olympic Games

B

y the time you are reading these
words, a lot will have happened. In
fact, you will already know the answer
to one of my burning questions: do I
have what it takes to represent Canada
at the Olympics again? Today is Oct.
31, but Halloween is the furthest thing
from my mind. The scariest thing about
today is that it is exactly 100 days until
the opening of the 2018 Winter Olympic
Games in PyeongChang, South Korea.
In many ways, the last 12 years of my
life have been leading up to this season,
and to what I hope will be my third, and
last, Olympics. By my estimate, I have
well over 100,000 training shots and
another 5,000 competition shots behind
me, not to mention over 7,000 hours of
physical training, more than 30 trips
overseas and an incredible amount of
time in pursuit of my dreams.
I have asked myself many times, “Why
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am I doing this to myself?”There have
been plenty of winter shooting sessions
with the mercury below -20 degrees
Celsius and painfully numb fingers.
There have been rain storms, snow
storms and wind storms, as well as
summer days where the shooting mat is
so hot it almost hurts to lay on. And yet
I wouldn’t change any of it.
As intense as that may sound, it isn’t
everything. No matter how much training and dedication goes into a race
season, the bottom line is that professional sport is about performance and
results. In my world, there are no gold
stars for trying hard, or having a great
attitude. There is only ski speed, shooting percentage and the result list. Don’t
get me wrong, the journey is priceless
and it has made me who I am today –
but it isn’t going to qualify me for the
Olympic team on its own.
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Like all seasons, this Olympic season
started with National Team Trials. I will
have needed to earn my spot on our
World Cup team by proving that I am
one of the top four women in the country during three races at the National
Biathlon Training Center in Canmore,
Alta., in early November. Athletes will
have come from all over the country to
race for a spot on the National Team,
and although I have proven myself
many times before, this is a new year
and making the team will have been
just as difficult as the years before.
Assuming everything went as
planned, the next step will be putting
my training to the test on the World
Cup circuit. From there, the season
becomes two-pronged. First and foremost is qualifying and being named
to the Olympics. Ironically, the trick to
qualifying will have been not to think

Marcel laponder

That is what it will
all come down to:
20 shots, perfectly
executed, on the right
day, at the right time,
in the right race.

ISTocK

I have been a proud member of
Team NFA since 2008, when
my biathlon career was just
taking off. A lot has happened
during the last 10 years:
successes, failures, personal
bests, over 120 World Cup
starts and by the time you read
this, hopefully a third Olympics.

about qualifying at all, but to focus on
what I can control: good shooting and
strong ski racing. The Olympic qualifications for biathlon are based on a
multi-tiered ranking system of World
Cup results, which means forgetting
about the Olympics, focusing on those
targets and skiing my heart out will give
me the best chance of posting results
worthy of being named to the Olympic
team. Our Olympic team will consist of
four women and a spare to be named in
January 2018.
Every race is important, but in a season like this one with Olympic qualification criteria to fulfill, every race and
every shot could literally represent my
ticket to the Olympic Games. Although
biathlon is shooting and skiing, and it
is impossible to be successful without
both, for me it really comes down to the
shooting element. Every race I ski as
well as I can, but naturally I am limited
by my health, fitness and body feeling
on any given day: the reality is I am not
going to have the 50th fastest ski time
in the world one day and suddenly find
myself skiing among the top six on the
next. Shooting, however, is a whole
different ball game. Every race is a new
opportunity for perfection on the range.
I know I have the ability to shoot 100
per cent at a world-class speed because
I have done it hundreds of times. Which
means it doesn’t matter how poorly or
how exceptional my shooting performance was the day before; every race

is a fresh chance to be the best. My ski
speed varies from day to day, but only
plus or minus three per cent at the
most. Yet the difference between hitting 7/10 compared to 10/10 can mean
the difference between placing 50th
or placing within the top 10. So, while
there are a lot of factors that need to fall
into place in order for me to reach my
goals, I consider shooting to be the most
important.
Sounds simple, right? Just breath out
slowly, gently squeeze the trigger and
aim at the centre of the target. In terms
of mental approach, I am all for keeping
it simple, but it is important to remember that in a race environment a single
shot is anything but simple, never mind
five shots in a row in under 25 seconds! Biathletes shoot .22 calibre rifles,
which must weigh a minimum of 3.6
kilograms. The rifles are carried using a
harness during the cross-country skiing
portion of the competition. All rifles
are bolt-action repeaters and carry four
magazines, which hold five cartridges
each. Targets are 4.5 centimetres and
11.5 centimetres, respectively, for prone
and standing positions, and are shot using peep sights from 50 metres.
Every time an athlete approaches
the shooting range, a very specific,
and fast, process begins. In a matter of
seconds, the rifle is removed from the
back, decisions are made about wind
conditions and potential sight corrections, the prone or standing shooting

position is assumed, roughly 400 grams
of pressure is applied to the trigger in
order to be ready for the perfect sight
picture, the breath-out slows to a stop
and the first shot is taken about 10 to
12 seconds after the athlete reaches the
shooting mat. By the time the five shots
have been fired, an athlete’s heart rate
will have dropped from somewhere
around 190 beats per minute down as
low as 160 beats per minute before they
are off skiing again. Every missed shot
requires one lap around the 150-metrelong penalty loop, which ultimately
costs about 24 seconds.
That is what it will all come down
to: 20 shots, perfectly executed, on the
right day, at the right time, in the right
race. Whenever I feel myself struggling
to stay 100 per cent focused during
training, I remind myself of this fact:
excellent shooting will be my shot at the
Olympic Games and a single shot can
make all the difference.
I have been a proud member of Team
NFA since 2008, when my biathlon
career was just taking off. A lot has
happened during the last 10 years: successes, failures, personal bests, over 120
World Cup starts and by the time you
read this, hopefully a third Olympics. I
would like to share my heartfelt appreciation for the unwavering support from
Canada’s National Firearms Association, as well as say thank you for the
opportunity to share my sport with you
through these articles!
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The Great Remington 8
and Model 81 Autoloading Rifles
Author: John Henwood,

produced and edited by
R. Blake Stevens
Title: The Great Remington 8
and Model 81 Autoloading Rifles
Publisher: Collector Grade
Publications, Cobourg, Ont. First
deluxe collector grade edition
2003
ISBN: 0-88935-291-7
Pages: 304
Size: Hard cover with dust

jacket, 11 by 8.5 inches
Illustrations:

Black and white, colour

A

uthor John Henwood visited a local
gun shop in 1967 to simply browse
the racks. While there, he spotted a .30
calibre Model 81 Woodmaster, which
he purchased for $56, and as he states
in the author’s preface, “never looked
back.”
The Remington autoloading rifle was
first advertised in November 1906.
Initially available in only 35 Remington
calibre, the ad indicated .25, .30 and .32
calibre rifles would be furnished “later.”
This seven-and-three-quarter-pound
takedown rifle with a 22-inch barrel
provided enough power for even the
biggest game and was the latest invention of genius John Browning. Subsequent advertisements boasted that five
shots could be fired before the first
ejected cartridge strikes the ground.
Ads also proclaimed it the world’s most
modern big-game rifle and able to
outperform lever and hammer rifles of
the past generation. With such glowing
advertisements, Remington must have
had great expectations for sales of these
autoloading rifles. Unfortunately, this
did not happen, as only 128,000 rifles
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were produced before it
was discontinued in 1950.
To document the history of these guns, during
the 1990s Henwood selfpublished two editions of
a book called, The 8 and
81: A History of Remington’s Pioneer Autoloading
Rifles. But both are long
out of print. However,
Collector Grade Publications recognized the
demand for Henwood’s
books and subsequently
published The Great
Remington 8 and Model
81 Autoloading Rifles,
their first deluxe edition,
in 2003. Produced and
edited by Blake Stevens,
this book provides firearm enthusiasts with the
opportunity to study the
history of these legendary firearms, as written
by John Henwood. This
expanded edition provides a significant
amount of data and illustrations never
previously published.
The Great Remington 8 and Model 81
Autoloading Rifles is a reference book
featuring a detailed 10-page table of
contents, allowing readers to locate
specific information in a matter of moments. Henwood’s extensive knowledge, gained through experience, advice
from fellow collectors and painstaking
research is supported by a bibliography listing over 100 books and articles
consulted by the author.
The Great Remington 8 and Model 81
Autoloading Rifles is divided into four
sections with a total of 14 chapters.
The author has provided an incredible
amount of specific information supported by well-captioned photographs
and detailed charts. Attempting to summarize such vast and comprehensive
content in a short review is impossible.
However, knowledgeable collectors
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have advised when assessing a rifle, this
is the reference they rely on for accurate
information from muzzle to buttplate.
The last part of the book is called “The
Legend” and shares advertisements and
testimonials, plus unique events involving Remington autoloaders. Full-colour
reproductions of early posters are a
great addition, as is the article describing the last moments of Bonnie and
Clyde. Sheriff P.M. Oakley was reported
to have fired the fatal shots using a .35
calibre Model 8 borrowed from a local
dentist.
Regretfully, author John Henwood
passed away in 2011, and the publisher
has confirmed there are no plans for a
second collector grade edition. The Great
Remington 8 and Model 81 Autoloading
Rifles will be the ultimate reference on
these fascinating rifles for many years.
It may be purchased directly from
Collector Grade Publications for $59.95
USD.

2018
AGM
HOMEWOOD SUITES by Hilton – Hamilton, ON
$45/person

Friday May 11, 2018 7pm – 10pm
• Meet and Greet – mingle with the Directors and other activists

Saturday May 12, 2018 9am – 10pm
• AGM – 9am -12:00am
• Open Panel Discussion with special guests – 1:30pm - 5pm
• Banquet (Evening dinner) – 6pm - 10pm

REGISTER NOW!

Online : nfa.ca By phone : 1-877-818-0393
By mail : use mail-in registration form (magazine insert)
Please register early to help us plan arrangements. If you are not yet a member, it is not too late to join.
Donations to support this event are gratefully appreciated.

40 Bay Street South
Hamilton, ON L8P 0B3
1-905-667-5003

To view more information regarding our 2018 AGM
or for room booking discount code, please visit www.nfa.ca.
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